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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Drama’s position in (post)modernity 

The aim of this thesis is to analyze theatre’s impact on the American consciousness in the last 

decades of the twentieth century, a period of great changes and major uncertainties on the socio-

political and cultural scenes. Despite drama’s marginal status in the cultural art field, the thesis 

contends that it nevertheless represented an important vehicle for the spread of ideas and, 

consequently, for influencing the public. With a focus on the works of three significant 

playwrights (David Mamet, Sam Shepard and Suzan-Lori Parks) the following chapters’ 

objective is to show how the exterior changes acted upon their works and how their plays 

responded to this dynamic and influenced the audiences. 

Gathered together, these works present a possible and suggestive map of the 

(post)modern American consciousness. From the numerous mechanisms they incorporate this 

thesis will focus primarily on storytelling, since it is a device humans use to translate their 

experiences into coherent structures and therefore to decode their meaning, as will be further 

discussed in this chapter. Thus, this thesis opens a dialogue between storytelling as a practice 

and modern American drama’s thematic evolution from the anti-realistic formulas of the late 

1970s up until the end of the century experiments. Therefore, the study will combine the 

thematic approach with the chronological one, trying to map some of the most notable texts of 

these three decades. 

The social, cultural and especially the technological changes that emerged during the 

twentieth century certainly initiated changes inside the art fields in general and within the 

dramatic discourse in particular. Naturally, these directions were articulated into theoretical 

expressions by dominant figures especially in the second half of the century. By the end of the 

1980s, Martin Esslin considers drama an enormously significant area within the boundaries of 

which the aforementioned changes are manifest. At the same time, the critic sees the outburst 

of cinema, television, radio and mass-media as a crucial vehicle for the spread of drama to 

numerous audiences. Undoubtedly, this increased its importance: “Drama has become one of 

the principal means of communication of ideas and, even more importantly, modes of human 

behavior in our civilization: drama provides some of the principal role models by which 

individuals form their identity and ideals.”1 In other words, the dramatic performances are not 

 
1Esslin, Martin. The Field of Drama. How the Signs of Drama Create Meaning on Stage and Screen. (London: 

Methuen Drama, 1987), 13.  
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only mirrors of the society’s manifestations, but also important instruments for the 

dissemination of various ideas and ideals (to both individual as well as a community level).  

 However, neither cultural nor literary studies in the last century offered American drama 

a privileged place, or at least equal attention with the one offered to poetry or the novel. In the 

early 1990s Christopher Bigsby comments on the critics’ tendency to disregard the genre of 

American drama and on the absence of a complete history of drama’s development. “Can it 

really be that an entire genre has evaded the critic who was once drawn to the poem and then 

the novel and who, more recently, has chosen to concentrate on literary theory”2, he rhetorically 

asks.  

Despite its rather marginal status, theatre continued to bring on the stage the American 

society’s tensions. In addition to that, its challenging and dynamic nature continued to evolve 

and to refine one of the most important theatrical devices, the performative act. Needless to say, 

as Bigsby notes, “every ‘reading’, ‘contemplation’ or ‘enjoyment’ of a work of art represents a 

tacit form of ‘performance’”3. Besides, as a public manifestation of art, theatre engages its 

audiences in the act of performance even beyond the contemplative level: “We go to the theatre 

as ourselves part of a ceremony knowing that our own involvement will be central to the 

meanings which proliferate.”4 Making the audience part of the artistic project assumes 

individuals to be actively engaged, or at least aware of what they are experiencing: “Theatre is 

the only genre which habitually operates in the present tense and which makes that presentness 

an acknowledged part of its own methodology.”5 This kind of awareness becomes particularly 

important when it functions to recalibrate human consciousness, individual as well as national.  

 Although drama as a genre might have fallen under ‘silence’ when it comes to modern 

and postmodern critical studies, it was always active and intense in its relation to the larger 

audiences. Bigsby asserts the same thing in his study on contemporary drama: 

America’s hunger for theatre, at the popular no less than the elite level, was strikingly apparent 

from the earliest days. For much of its history, indeed, it was precisely to the theatre, in its many 

forms, that Americans turned for an understanding of a society whose changing nature was both 

its central promise and the cause of anxiety. If that is less true today, when the popular dimension 

of theatre has been ceded to Hollywood and television, drama remains not only a sensitive 

barometer of social change, responding to shifting moral and intellectual pressures, but also an 

internationally respected aspect of American cultural life.6 

 

 
2 Bigsby, C.W.E. Modern American Drama, 1945-1990. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 1. 
3 Bigsby 2.  
4 Bigsby 7.  
5 Bigsby 6.  
6 Bigsby, Christopher. Contemporary American Playwrights. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 

vii.  
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The search for meaning that motivates people’s interest in drama not only recuperates theatre’s 

core purpose of mirroring social situations, but also draws attention upon individuals’ lack of 

understanding of those situations. In the context of major changes and ever-growing 

uncertainties, they might come to theatre to face how mirrored real social events have lost their 

coherence and to try to find the meaning of that. The effervescent historical circumstances of 

the American society in the last decades of the twentieth century highlight the state of 

confusion. A difficult and controversial episode in the American culture and history, the 

Vietnam War contributed massively to the sense of human life’s fragmentation. Along with the 

AIDS crisis (in the 80s), the political instability of these years and the economic problems, the 

realities of war drew a clear line between the post-war decade and the sense of disenchantment 

brought by the following decades. As David Savran admits:  

If U.S. society of the late 1960s was organized a generational split between the counterculture 

and so-called straight culture, then the 1970s saw this rupture turn into radical fragmentation. 

For if nothing else, what the ‘70s saw was a decade of crisis. Three presidents – Nixon, Ford, 

and Carter – were brought down in disgrace. Economically, it marked the end of the post-war 

boom and the beginning of a serious crisis in Western capitalism.7 

 

It is natural, then, that the playwrights showed in the 70s a preoccupation with the disintegration 

of the moral and psychological space, the status of the community and of the family, the fragile 

boundaries between truth and illusion and the loss of identity.  

 Nonetheless, the difficult situation is reflected not only in the playwrights’ works, but 

also in their complicated artistic path. Television and media might have helped the 

dissemination of the art works to a larger public, as Esslin suggests, but at the same time the 

film industry of Hollywood challenged their powers. The editors of the Methuen Drama Guide 

to Contemporary American Playwrights discuss how various artists were “unable to find 

producers willing to take chances on their new plays and lured by the megabucks of Hollywood, 

take their talents to the film industry.”8 At the same time, national authorities scarcely provide 

grants for the American stage.  

Regardless of such struggles, theatre evolved and redefined its forms. The major social 

concerns were carried to the stage: the failure of communication, the precarity of human 

relations (David Mamet), the collapse of the family or the community’s core (Sam Shepard), 

the redefinition of the personal and cultural history (Suzan-Lori Parks) – to name but a few. 

 
7 Savran, David. Taking it Like a Man: White Masculinity, Masochism, and Contemporary American Culture. 

(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1998), 163-4.  
8Middeke, Martin, Peter Paul Schnierer, Christopher Innes and Matthew C. Roudané, eds. The Methuen Drama 

Guide to Contemporary American Playwrights. (London: Bloomsbury, 2014), x-xi. 
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The obstacles the authors encountered during those years endangered their artistic path, but at 

the same time made them more alert and sensible to the changes around them. Along with the 

aesthetic dynamic of their times, their hyper-awareness often produced disturbing texts:  

Indeed there is a common denominator of an appeal structure that the vast majority of the writers 

and their plays have – often openly – acknowledged and that bestows an, all in all, redeeming 

function to the theatre that follows a motto of ‘healing through disturbing’ realist aesthetic 

securities as well as readers and audiences alike.9 

 

In fact, the realist aesthetic was challenged from the 60s. A very important shift was produced 

in American drama, from the realist conventions to what Saddik calls “anti-realism.”10 The anti-

mimetic features of the modern and post-modern theatre opposed to the Aristotelian notions of 

a theatre which mirrors reality or nature. While dramatic realism dominated the American 

stages during the 40s and the 50s, the following decades opened towards a plurality of anti-

realistic representations. Furthermore, this type of dramatic representation is concerned with 

portraying various views upon reality as well as multiple ways of constructing individuals’ 

identities11: “Anti-realistic theatre can offer a degree of freedom from the constrictions of 

‘reality’ in order to access a truth that is not readily apparent.”12 Once liberated from realist 

conventions, the concepts of reality and of American identity are challenged, reshaped, 

redefined, as the state of crisis and disruption evolves: 

Anti-realism is concerned with eschewing the reproduction of surface reality, distorting these 

surfaces through stage settings that are not faithfully specific of a certain time or place, and 

presenting characters who, rather than representing a psychologically consistent identity, play 

with the boundaries between actor/character/real person, the blurred line between ‘acting’ and 

‘being’. Anti-realistic theatre can offer a degree of freedom from the constrictions of ‘reality’ 

in order to access a truth that is not readily apparent.13 

 

The shift is important because its effects are visible during the last decades of the twentieth 

century and until contemporary times, when people incessantly experience a state of crisis. 

Anxiety is caused by economic problems, the instability of life produced by a dysfunctional or 

very expensive health care system, poorly paid jobs, ecological concerns or the discourse 

around the effects of the new technologies that have intensified with the advent of the 

posthumanist era.  

 

 
9 Middeke, xxii. 
10 Saddik, Annette J. Contemporary American drama. (Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press, 2007), 2.  
11 Saddik, 2.  
12 Saddik, 2. 
13 Saddik, 2. 
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1.2 Modern American drama’s status 

The change from the realist to the anti-realistic theatre conventions in terms of aesthetics 

mirrored a paradigmatic, as well as a cultural and moral change within American society. As 

the “state of crisis”14 evolves, people’s awareness of the rapid and important social movements 

increases. This type of awareness can also be called consciousness, because the term 

encompasses the complexity of human mechanisms of adaptation to this evolution. Apart from 

designating the awareness of existing in the world, the consciousness incorporates the 

individuals’ awareness of how they shape (or try to shape) their identity, which are the functions 

of the works of their memory, their place in the social system, the sense of belonging to a 

community and last but not least, their relation with the larger history.  

The modern American drama written in the second half of the twentieth century abounds 

in images and explorations of the alienated and struggling human consciousness. It is very hard 

to establish clear boundaries between truth and illusion, dream and reality and to find the 

coherent line that unites their fragmented elements. But the field of drama has evolved along 

with these demands, as Saddik notes: “This continuous reinvention of traditional forms and 

artistic relationships in the theatre to comment on a cultural identity that is always in flux, 

constantly recreated through time, is what contemporary American drama celebrates.”15 

Therefore, it is the struggle itself (to find new forms) that passed the test of time and not 

necessarily a particular form of expression.  

This dynamic is very well reflected by the works of Sam Shepard, David Mamet and 

Suzan-Lori Parks. While the first two authors reflected upon the difference between acting and 

being in various individual narratives, Parks referred, in some of her works also to the larger 

historical context. America’s image “is juxtaposed with the reality of American life”16 in their 

works. “Survival in America – whether in Mamet’s urban jungle or in Shepard’s Western desert 

- is based on how well one plays the game of making illusion seem like truth.”17 Similarly, 

Parks’ characters are exposing a history that is also only a construction: “like history, identity 

does not belong to us.”18 

In other words, the works of these authors capture the fluctuating processes of the 

American consciousness in order to reflect upon the unstable realities that continuously build 

 
14 Saddik, 2. 
15 Saddik, 210. 
16 Saddik, 139. 
17 Saddik, 139.  
18 Saddik, 88.  
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and change these processes. Their plays represent examples of modern American drama 

containing crucial elements that, when viewed together, offer a relevant general image of the 

American consciousness.  

David Mamet’s and Sam Shepard’s plays are interesting in terms of the performative 

dimension of people’s attitudes. As Saddik noted about both playwrights, the human actions 

presented by them tend to become “acts of performance.”19 In Mamet’s works, such as Sexual 

Perversity in Chicago (1974) and Oleanna (1992) individuals live on the unrecognizable lines 

between the reality and the numerous illusions about themselves. Shepard’s Buried Child 

(1978) and True West (1980) are oriented towards the search of inner coherence, in their 

families past and respectively in the actual writing of a script. Suzan-Lori Parks’ The America 

Play (1994) and Topdog/Underdog (1999) look at the need for cohesiveness through the lenses 

of the bigger history.   

 

1.3 Storytelling and performance 

Continuously shedding light on literary, cultural and even on human aspects, the dynamic 

between storytelling and modernity needs to be retraced in order to be effectively understood. 

Narrative’s ubiquitous tendency has already been reflected upon in the late twentieth century 

as well as by contemporary cultural critic. By the beginning of this century, in 2002 researchers 

such as Paul Sheehan analyzed how narrative is discussed in connection with various areas of 

study, from historiography and philosophy, transcending the field of ‘humanities’ towards the 

scientific area (economics, legal discourse, genetics etc)20. The end of the twentieth century 

abounds in popular reflections, for example Hayden White’s commentary in the opening of his 

paper from 1980.21 White argues about the nature of narrative as being in close relation with 

the nature of culture and even with “the nature of humanity itself.”22 To (re)consider the concept 

of storytelling from this point of view represents a necessary attempt, since modernity’s 

transformations are among the main responsible agents who raised the question of human 

versus post or non-human aspects of existence. 

 However, narrative is in itself a complex area of study and an exploration of the 

numerous theoretical approaches inspired by it does not necessarily enlarge the perspective 

 
19 Saddik, 139.  
20 Sheehan, Paul. Modernism, Narrative and Humanism. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).  
21 White, Hayden. The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality. Critical Inquiry, vol. 7, no. 1, 1980. 
22 White, Hayden. The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality. Critical Inquiry, vol. 7, no. 1, 1980, 

5–27, 5.  
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upon the discussed dramatic texts. Instead, the selection of the theoretic material is the result of 

the focus on the conceptions that clarify the relation between narrative and modern American 

drama. 

In the first place, storytelling is recognized for its attribute to transform the human 

experiences into a structure with meaning, order and coherence. Narrative is a “human-

shaped”23 process, argues Paul Sheehan, through which individuals find order and meaning in 

the “raw material of existence.”24 Since it appears to be a tool people incessantly used and 

perhaps refined over time, there is no wonder it became valued in various areas of scientific 

research, as well as on a personal (human) level: “It is also, more importantly, a way of carving 

necessity from the uncertainty and potential chaos of personal experience. Put simply, we tell 

stories about ourselves to give our lives meaning and purpose, and about our kind to maintain 

the crucial human/inhuman distinction.”25 Undoubtedly, the two levels respond to the same 

central desire of mankind, to search for meaning, whether it is concerned with private or 

collective issues.  

Definitely, the practice of narrating not only embeds some human characteristics, but it 

also serves people to preserve and enhance them when obtaining meaning. Hence, once it is 

perceived as an instrument and a force, there is only one more step towards becoming an 

inevitable act. J. Hillis Miller notes that part of Oedipus’s complex is represented by the 

“linguistic activity of putting the data together and making a story of them.”26 His mother 

Jocasta tries to persuade him to abandon his attempt of gathering information; once the story 

created, he is at its will (to offer him the final meaning of his life) as he is at the will of gods. 

Oedipus’s speech “responds to an implacable demand made on him by the ‘others’; as we also 

respond in trying to make sense of the play when we read it. Nevertheless, the crime in a sense 

did not exist until he made a story of the data.”27 There’s no wonder, then, that Miller identifies 

Oedipus as the “incarnation of the desire to know, at all costs,”28 the symbol of which is the 

fact that he solved the riddle of the Sphinx.  

Apart from this literary example, critics found in etymology also a connection between 

the terms designating narration and knowledge. Hayden White observes how narrative “might 

well be considered a solution to a problem of general human concern, namely, the problem of 

 
23 Sheehan 9. 
24 Sheehan 9.  
25 Sheehan 9. 
26 Miller, J. Hillis. Reading Narrative. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998), 42. 
27 Miller 42-43.  
28 Miller 14.  
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how to translate knowing into telling, the problem of fashioning human experience into a form 

assimilable to structures of meaning that are generally human rather than culture-specific.”29  

The critic then points out that in Latin, Old Greek and Sanskrit, the word ‘narrative’ derives 

from a root which signifies ‘to relate’ but also ‘to know’. J. Hillis Miller points out the same 

thing. “The word ‘narration’ is from Latin ‘narrare’ to narrate, from ‘gnarus’ knowing, expert, 

from the root ‘gno’. The same root lies behind ‘anagnorisis’, Aristotle’s word for the 

‘discovery’ in a tragedy.”30  Therefore, narrative constitutes a device that humans use to 

‘translate’ meaning into shared information, but also to achieve meaning through the backwards 

process of decoding a certain story.  

In order to find meaning, Oedipus unfolds the information he gathers and therefore, he 

is actor as well as spectator in his own plot, the one he is creating at the same time he is living 

it. Obviously, this kind of simultaneity which implies a level of performativity is proper to 

dramatic texts. In J. Hillis Miller’s terms, Oedipus is “performatively reading the data he has 

researched.”31 Given the absence of a narrator (an authority, to some extent), in drama the 

characters face the “raw material of existence” Paul Sheehan was writing about. The 

‘performatively reading’ of it represents one way of finding its logic or at least of trying to 

confront it. In addition to that, “Aristotle recognized this performative aspect of reading when 

he ascribed a purgative effect to watching and hearing a tragedy performed. A tragedy is not 

just an imitation of an action. It is an imitation for the purpose of making something happen, 

the catharsis of pity and fear in the audience.”32 In other words, the performative act can 

influence simultaneously the characters and the audience in shaping their understanding of the 

existence.  

When analyzing the power of narrative in the context of modernist writing, Paul 

Sheehan orientates his arguments around the same ideas. He identifies a crisis in the modernist 

novel which was resolved through mobilizing the perfomative power of narrative. The 

modernist novel removes certainties such as the reliable narrator, “offers something else: a 

promise that the narrative will do something to the reader. Modernist narrative suggests that 

literature can pass beyond the limits of what is representable.”33  

In consequence, performance represents the bridge between the narration (the plot) and 

the action of a dramatic text, primarily because storytelling also implies an act of performance 

 
29 White 5. 
30 Miller 47. 
31 Miller 12.  
32 Miller 13. 
33 Sheehan 16.  
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(it requires a teller and an audience). Secondly, performance opens a new set of possible 

interpretations (as in Oedipus’s case, whose destiny appears to be governed not only by the will 

of gods, but also by his deep need of assembling the story). Moreover, when mingled with the 

performed act, the mimetic actions have a stronger impact on the audience, as J. Hillis Miller 

has shown. 

Last but not least, performativity’s importance for the dramatic text is visible in their 

relation of interdependence, as Keir Elam explains: 

[T]he written text/performance text relationship is not one of simple priority but a complex of 

reciprocal constraints constituting a powerful intertextuality. Each text bears the other’s traces, 

the performance assimilating those aspects of the written play which the performers choose to 

transcodify, and the dramatic text being ‘spoken’ at every point by the model performance—or 

the n possible performances—that motivate it.34 

 

In this interdependent relation performativity’s power of representing reality grows and at the 

same time, it can provide an infinite number of possible motivations: various treads of the same 

story line. In this case, with every representation, a performed story possesses the capacity to 

remain the same and to be new at the same time. This mirrors the reality of the human 

consciousness, where facts about our identity, our relations, and so on, are consciously analyzed 

and may seem the same, but they bear the marks of the context in which they are analyzed. 

More exactly, the ‘stories’ of our consciousness, especially the ones defining our identities are 

continuously changing; although they preserve their core attributes, it would be rather 

impossible to end them while we are still alive. 

 Similarly, J. Hillis Miller considers that generally stories “keep putting off their 

closures”35: “The function of storytelling is to keep the storytelling going. All stories are 

potentially interminable. They contain in themselves the seeds of their eternal rebirth or their 

eternal recurrence.”36 Likewise, Paul Sheehan identifies in the modern plot the tendency of 

revealing a situation rather than ‘solving’ facts: “The fundamental difference between 

traditional (i.e., premodernist) narrative and modern (i.e., modernist and after) narrative is the 

difference between the plot of resolution and the plot of revelation. Events are not resolved; 

instead, a state of affairs is revealed.”37 Stories reach a high level of openness during the 

modernist tradition and after, showing how this general tendency of stories can be nuanced in 

 
34Elam, Keir. The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, (London and New York: Routledge, 2002), 188. 
35 Miller 228. 
36 Miller 227.  
37 Sheehan 14. 
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a certain context. “It would be best, however, to find ways to live within the ironic openness 

our tradition’s stories engender.”38  

In order to manage this ‘ironic openness’ of stories one needs firstly to understand why 

stories are important and then why the degree of openness changed in the modern era. In the 

third place, it is necessarily to analyze the implications of storytelling as a practice within the 

dramatic discourse. This thesis will try to formulate possible answers to these questions. 

Primarily, storytelling represents a human practice in its way of revealing or 

constructing meaning. There is no doubt that the lack or the loss of meaning constitutes a major 

theme in the second half of the twentieth century’s drama, since it was a time of significant 

cultural, economic and social changes. The characters often mirror a society whose 

psychological and moral dimensions have been altered and whose notions of truth and illusion, 

reality and dream have become blurred (the myth of the American Dream serves as an example).  

Indeed, following Paul Sheehan’s logic, the modern narratives tend to present the facts 

without always solving the conflicts they imply. There are dramatic pieces that offer only 

disrupted sequences from people’s lives, like stage lighting is focused sometimes only on a 

specific corner or one character. People or groups tend to be isolated, to become islands instead 

of territories, whereas time and space are frequently surreal projections of the characters’ 

interiority. All these changes are crucial given that the dramatic discourse represents a bridge 

between society’s movements and the Americans’ private experiences.  

Where these two spheres meet – the public and the private – a general map of the 

American consciousness can be drawn. Its dynamic is reflected by storytelling’s devices, like 

the openness and performativity. The performative act constitutes a bridge between the 

narrative and the dramatic discourse, because storytelling also implies performance. Therefore, 

when the technique of storytelling is incorporated into drama, it disrupts the action-based piece 

and reveals another kind of aesthetic performance. The suspension of the main action refines 

the work with other perspectives, motivations and possibilities of a textual universe that might 

not be visible or accessible through pure action. 

Analyzing the relation between drama and narrative, Marie Maclean notices the 

misleading association of the narrative form exclusively with the novelistic genre. The key 

which unlocks such kind of prejudices is that “the basic model of narrative, an event, sometimes 

a very minimal event, related in the form of a tale, belongs not to literature but to everyday 

 
38 Miller 230.  
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life.”39 Sometimes in constructive, other times in alienating ways, it is in the theatre of David 

Mamet where this idea is more obvious (from all the three writers discussed). The characters 

from Sexual Perversity in Chicago tend to create a story from every affair they live and 

ultimately from their won disrupted identities. Sometimes, the frenzy their stories emanate 

suggests they live for those stories only.  

Therefore, having their roots in the oral performance of a story, drama and storytelling 

are closely interrelated and each is considered the “alter ego of the other.”40 This is important 

because we can trace narrative’s implications in drama on various levels: structural (a story 

becomes a performance within a performance), on the level of meaning (what kind of 

understanding of a play can this practice reveal), and on the reception’s level (how storytelling 

influences the audience).  

The public’s response is very relevant, since “drama in performance also uses audience 

power directly”41 as people’s reactions impact the performance “which becomes a whole living 

thing, using the reciprocal energy of both speakers and hearers.”42 And again, if we consider 

the verbosity of Mamet’s characters as an exchange of energy, it is clear that the revealing of 

the story becomes a common act. Put on a stage, the commonly created story is shared with the 

audience (or with the readers) and meets the individuals’ need of witnessing and (re)creating 

the story, in the search for order, meaning and coherence. Marie Maclean reflects upon this 

human tendency as well: “Narrative is an essential principle of verbal organization important 

not only for its communicative value as performance, but also as an essential factor in the 

development of memory and a vital ingredient in the successful communication of ideas and in 

the learning process.”43 Consequently, whether it’s the story of an apparent successful 

relationship, a family’s narrative or a portion of the larger history, people need to absorb and 

reflect upon it. This can represent a relevant part of their own identity that has failed to be 

understood, as it will be discussed in the following chapters.  

 
39Maclean, Marie. Narrative as Performance. The Baudelairean Experiment. (London and New York: 

Routledge, 1988), 12.  
40Maclean 15.  
41Maclean 9. 
42Maclean 9.  
43Maclean 14.  
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Chapter 2 David Mamet 

2.1 Mamet’s performers 

David Mamet’s plays breathe an air of decay and loss embedded in a tremendously active 

verbosity meant to challenge America’s image about itself on the stage, namely right in front 

of itself. The ‘leaders’ of these worlds are not always the ones who possess the richest and 

strongest stories, but those who invest the most in creating and sharing them. The individuals 

who advance their narratives seem to dominate the others, but only on a superficial level; as the 

plot develops, they become victims of their own formulas. As Christopher Bigsby notes, in this 

world “language is intransitive, gestures are incomplete, relationships self-serving and 

temporary. The individual has no substance beyond the masks he wears.”44 The American self 

under capitalism is constructed on the uncertain boundaries between truth and illusion. In this 

game of ‘showing’ rather than ‘being’ relationships also become illusory and they are often 

dominated by games of power and control, or by disappointment, boredom and clichés.  

 Therefore, Mamet’s dramatic works are very suggestive for the discussion about 

storytelling and performance in modern American drama. On the one hand, they are 

explorations of various individuals’ struggle to produce images about themselves. These masks 

represent their entrance pass into a world in which “authenticity is more usually traded in for 

performance; reality is a construct devised by those afraid to believe themselves its product.”45 

In the capitalist America at the end of the twentieth century, people not trade only pornography 

or advertisements, as Bigsby observes, but also basic human needs, like the need for 

communication, acceptance and a sense of meaning for people’s aimless lives: 

Mamet’s [characters] embrace the fictions which are paraded before them by the new priests of 

a post-industrial society, selling reassurance, forgiveness and grace to those in terror of an empty 

universe or an empty life. The final irony is that those salesmen/priests are themselves in search 

of grace and have to discover it in the sheer professionalism of the performances which they 

deploy, in the insights which are the weaponry of their particular trade.46 

 

Thus, men are often challenged to perform a scenario in which they are powerful because they 

possess certain material goods or a certain type of physical appearance; and, most importantly, 

they have numerous and often superficial relationships with the opposite sex. Women are 

 
44Bigsby, C.W.E. Modern American Drama 1945-1990 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 199.  
45 Bigsby, 199.  
46 Bigsby, 198. 
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provoked to choose between being exposed as objects of consumption and adhering to the ideas 

of those who revolt against exploitation (which might not fully serve their interests). Mamet’s 

male characters often manifest a lack of confidence in front of those artificial social standards 

and they continuously live with the anxiety they cannot attain them.  

 On the other hand, people choose to invest their resources in manufacturing an ideal 

story about themselves not only to hide their weaknesses, but also with the intention of finding 

the meaning and coherence in an existence dictated by exterior standards denied them. Bigsby 

also reflects on that: “And yet somewhere in this inchoate swirl of inauthenticity there is a truth 

– about human need, about the human capacity to construct meaning out of chaos – and that 

truth is as much the essence of his drama as is the caustic analysis of the collapse of purpose 

and value.”47 In other words, the characters might become their own performances, but that 

does not mean necessarily they live a complete and final lie. Relying on storytelling offers them 

a dynamic perspective upon reality and the plot’s direction is almost always at their choice.  

Besides, if the characters’ tendency to perform rather than live does not serve to fully 

recuperate the meaning of their experiences, they can still be influenced by the story’s 

mechanisms and forms. More exactly, the importance of performance also resides in its power 

to fascinate, as it represents an exploration of the human need to connect with the others: 

For Mamet, performance retains a more positive quality which if it cannot quite redeem can at 

least fascinate. Deep down, however, below the broken rhythms of speech, beyond the failed 

gestures at contact, is a surviving need for connection. The plays enact the failure of that urge 

but are, in their very being, an announcement of its possibility.48 

 

Given narrative’s power to fascinate, Mamet intensely uses its mechanisms in expressing his 

views upon the (post)modern society. Among his numerous plays, Sexual Perversity in Chicago 

and Oleanna open themselves towards a distorted world in which storytelling and implicitly 

performance are among the last resorts that generate meaning, even in an ambiguous manner. 

The playwright employs narrative’s mechanisms as a critique towards the society of his time, a 

world devoid of values and moral principles: “Mamet’s attempts to breathe life into American 

values, by exposing the extent to which they had been betrayed and subverted, might make him 

seem a product of his times.”49 Also, as expressions of individuals’ need to connect with the 

others and understand the experiences that mark their existence, the storytelling processes have 

the potential to recalibrate human consciousness and relations. It is in the characters’ hands to 

orientate their power. 

 
47 Bigsby, 199. 
48 Bigsby, 229.  
49 Bigsby, 200. 
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 Mamet began to write Sexual Perversity in Chicago in the late sixties and finished it in 

1974. In the summer of the same year the play was firstly produced by The Organic Theatre 

Company in Chicago; along with The Duck Variations (1972) and American Buffalo (1975) 

this work formed an off-Broadway trio which brought David Mamet in the critics’ attention and 

recognition for the first time in his long successful career. Shortly after its premiere it received 

a Joseph Jefferson Award for best new play of the year.  

Therefore, it has an important place in Mamet’s work as a playwright. Moreover, the 

play represents one of his most articulate dramatic pieces in terms of narrative techniques. 

Bernie embodies a type of storyteller who dedicates his existence to create elaborated sexual 

fantasies that can offer him the title of a strong, potent man and at the same time hide his fear 

of women. Besides, he performs these eccentric scenarios in front of his friend Danny with the 

attitude of a master who can educate his apprentice to understand and perform similar erotic 

adventures with the scope of further stimulating their needs and self-esteem. They are part of a 

vicious circle, where Bernie chooses to mold his existence upon the society’s standards and 

images; performed in front of his friend, Bernie’s masquerade impacts and destroys Danny’s 

sincere attempt to develop a relationship; the women, Deborah and Joan can hardly perceive 

men outside the external patterns. In other words, storytelling’s potential is oriented mainly 

around the characters’ tendency to create masks and instead of obtaining coherence they are 

even more confused by the mechanisms of their own stories. 

In contrast, Oleanna is not always overtly engaged with actual instances of storytelling, 

but its devices are embedded in the characters’ development and motivations. One of the most 

discussed and controversial among Mamet’s plays of the 90s, it was firstly produced by the 

American Repertory Theatre Massachusetts in 1992. The social context in which appeared 

(approximately one year after the Anita Hill and Clarence Thomas hearings that included 

accusations of sexual harassment) influenced the play’s reception. However, Mamet has 

frequently mentioned, the play is focused primarily on relations of power and control.50 

In terms of narrative techniques, they dominate the characters’ attitude towards life. The 

teacher is inclined to construct a ‘plot’ for his life, which includes getting a promotion, then a 

new and bigger house. At first, the female student comes and interferes with this plot, while she 

also has a personal plan of passing the course at all costs. But, as the text develops, both of them 

try to impose their fabricated stories on each other. John tries to persuade Carol to drop the 

accusations, using various stories (his disappointments with the education system, personal 

 
50 Mamet, David. David Mamet in Conversation. Leslie Kane, Editor. (Michigan: The University of Michigan 

Press, 2001), 125. 
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ambitions and so on). Carol tries to impose on him her discourse of the abused student, 

incorporating his words and gestures into her own variant of the story (the development of their 

encounters). Therefore, Oleanna is another example of a dramatic work in which storytelling’s 

potential is invested in the realization of artificial situations, relations and images about the self. 

As it happens in Sexual Perversity in Chicago, the narratives people build alter even more the 

problematic relationships between them. 

 

2.2 Performance and excess 

Written in 1974, in the middle of a very insecure decade, Sexual Perversity in Chicago carries 

a good part of the ruined American ideals in terms of truth and morals. Producing a tragic-

comic image of the society’s attitude towards eroticism, the play has, in Harold Bloom’s words, 

“the potential to depress the audience and the reader.”51 Constantly trying to become the image 

they or mass-media projected, the individuals go through a process of alienation whose effects 

are visible especially in the failure of their relationships.  

 Thus, one of the most relevant functions of storytelling in this play is evident in the 

image of alienation and excess, in which men as well as women fail to recognize the distorted 

way they are approaching love and sexual relationships. The character’s deformed attitudes are 

so striking that they become excessive and almost grotesque (repulsively abnormal). The idea 

of excess is clearly built through storytelling, as it is visible from the first scene of the play, 

where Bernie is prone to constantly hyperbolize his fantasies in order to convince Danny that 

he actually lived those imagined acts. Namely, from the very beginning, he is authoritatively 

capturing Danny’s attention, like a performer on a stage tries to gain the audience’s interest:  

Danny: So how’d you do last night? 

Bernie: Are you kidding me? 

Danny: Yeah? 

Bernie: Are you fucking kidding me? 

Danny: Yeah? 

Bernie: Are you pulling my leg?52 

 

After the story is announced through these lines meant to create the sensation that he is about 

to relate something really impressive, Bernie starts a process of narrative negotiation. Danny 

represents his audience and Bernie has to evaluate his friend’s level of credulity, otherwise the 

entire construction would be very unstable. They have to establish a narrative ‘pact’ as 

 
51 Bloom, Harold. Modern American Drama. (Philadelphia: Chelsea House Publishers, 2005), 1. 
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foundation for the story they end up creating together, since Bernie’s attitude suggests he 

constantly needs Danny’s approval: 

Bernie: You think she hadn’t been around? 

Danny: Yeah?  

Bernie: She hadn’t gone the route? 

Danny: She knew the route, huh? 

Bernie: Are you fucking kidding me? 

Danny: Yeah? 

Bernie: She wrote the route.53  

 

On the other hand, Danny’s banal comments or questions are hardly relevant, but they are 

necessary since Bernie calibrates his attitude using them. Thus, the image Bernie wants to 

construct is that of a powerful man who has just had a very exciting erotic adventure. The very 

need of telling a story about it shows this is an uncertain terrain for him, but he does not resume 

everything to just telling. By performing this story, he reveals that the size of his lies should 

equal the size of his fears. He undoubtedly delivers enormous lies, which is visible in his 

hesitations when it comes to objective details like the girl’s age: 

Bernie: Twenty, a couple years old.  

Danny: No shit, around twenty, huh? 

Bernie: Nineteen, twenty. 

Danny: You’re talking about a girl.  

Bernie: Damn right. 

Danny: You’re telling me about some underage stuff.  

Bernie: She don’t gotta be but eighteen.  

Danny: Was she? 

Bernie: Shit yes.54 

 

The banality of Danny’s answers, their repetitiveness and lack of sense suggest that he becomes 

a ‘submissive’ audience. In order to encourage Bernie, he even has nonsensical questions, for 

example: “And all this time she was nineteen?”55 This, along with the mystery of the girl’s age 

show the false of the story they end up creating together, since Bernie is influenced by Danny’s 

reactions. Moreover, their game indicates the reasons why the two men strongly need the story. 

It represents a good test, since neither of them knows for sure if they are accepted by the ‘norm’ 

or not (and they are not sure what is the norm anyway). Therefore, Bernie creates those 

variations, where the girl is only eighteen years old, and then in her mid-twenties, depending 

on what sounds better; in a way, he tests Danny to see which variant offers the reaction he 

wants, or in which case he could feel more of a strong and fierce male. But Danny chooses 

almost the same strategy, since his answers are banal and linear, on the one hand because of the 
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lack of inner resources, but on the other hand in order to stay on the ‘safe’ side, where he is 

neither utterly impressed, nor annoyed by what he hears. Asking some questions about the age 

and the girl’s ‘status’ (“Was she a pro?”56) but without changing his attitude depending on the 

answers gives a clear account about Danny’s insecurity. In other words, both men share the 

same vulnerabilities, with a difference in the degree, perhaps. Bernie’s vulnerability and fear 

towards women determines him to create the most incoherent stories.  

In this way, the text starts abruptly and their word play is rather impactful, because the 

rhythm of their talk is very fast, an exchange of short lines. Their word choice and the rhythm 

suggest they are not in a comfortable position, so they need to artificially fill the void of their 

inner needs and anxieties with negative words like ‘shit’, ‘damn’ or ‘fuck’. Danny inserts a 

partially redundant line (“You are talking about a girl”57) only to gain some time before finding 

out what would be the most convenient scenario, his friend having ‘corrupted’ a young girl’s 

innocence or having charmed an experienced woman. Although he is the one who firstly 

mentioned the age, Bernie does not seem prepared to clarify this aspect, since he is not less 

confused than Danny about his status in the story.  

However, this first scene indicates that Bernie is the main storyteller, the one who 

possesses the experience, therefore the knowledge. The fascination of his stories makes him 

powerful and allows him to steadily but surely gain domination over his friend. As Anne Dean 

remarks, “This hymn to sexual excess is hypnotic not only for Danny but for Bernie as well.”58 

Danny is the listener, but also the one who helps Bernie to construct his plot, even with 

monosyllabic responses, because his presence and his approval offers Bernie confidence. 

Besides, it is clear they are unable to use storytelling’s potential to find coherence and meaning 

in their experiences, but only to falsify images about themselves. All they’re left with is 

narrative’s power to fascinate and to create a sense of closeness among them.  

Bernie uses his audience’s credulity to further build his story, in the same eccentric and 

excessive manner. Given its dimensions, every lie becomes a small performance in itself, with 

its particular scene arrangements and gestures. The girl is the one who initiates their encounter 

and the erotic episode which followed. In this way, Bernie is almost a spectator in his own story. 

The woman performs for him all the cliché fantasies Bernie probably heard or dreamed about: 

he is invited to a hotel room, then into the shower, culminating with the girl putting on a military 
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suit and asking him to satisfy her sexual desires while wearing it. The girl’s ridiculously 

artificial gesture of opening a fire using a jerry can seems the only way he could find to end the 

already absurd and fetishistic story. This ‘performance within a performance’ formula mirrors 

Bernie’s reality, where he seems incapable of initiating a relationship. As the final scene of the 

play shows, he can barely be even a spectator, because the women’s simple presence disturbs 

him, reminding him of his failures. It appears that he can hide his vulnerabilities and forget 

about them only while creating this kind of carnival of masks and narratives, which have the 

power to fascinate and hypnotize him, as Anne Dean remarks. 

All in all, the first scene represents a very powerful opening, as it delivers, from all 

Bernie’s fabricated experiences (which are in fact only his fantasies) the hyperbolic one. Also, 

the opening establishes Bernie as the main storyteller, investing him with power. Last but not 

least, this first interaction between the two men shows their failure to maintain a love or a 

friendship relationship (the communication between Bernie and Danny reveals a superficial 

connection rather than a true friendship). The characters invest their energy in trying to conform 

to preexistent and artificial ideals promoted by the society without the slightest sincere intention 

to make a difference around them. As the play develops, their frustrations become more visible 

and it is clear they are trapped inside a distorted understanding of the reality, as Anne Dean 

notes: 

The perversity Mamet has in mind emanates from his characters’ diminished perception of each 

other, their lack of understanding, and the cold, inhumane manner in which they conduct their 

lives. What is crucially missing is any real sense of value beyond the material, or an awareness 

of any need unrelated to immediate sexual satisfaction. 

 

Formulating and performing stories about them produce an effect of alienation not only 

from themselves (it becomes hard to differentiate between truth and illusion, between mask and 

reality), but also from the other people around. The hardest thing for the characters in this play 

is to initiate and maintain a relationship. Being immersed in a superficial understanding of the 

self and their relationships, when they perform various stories, they become caricatures of what 

they intend to embody. Through storytelling Mamet constructs a parody of the society, 

mirroring his bleak view and an impactful response to society’s problems. Therefore, it is a 

powerful aesthetic device used as a critique of the decayed morals. As Harold Bloom notes, 

“SPC59 seems best acted as parodistic farce.”60 It could be considered as a play on the border 
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between comedy and tragedy. The excessive style in which the lines are drawn invite to 

reflection rather than provoking laughter.  

Seen as a parody, it would be grotesque one, where normality, sanity and the human 

way of approaching relationships are turned upside down in a convulsive and painfully 

contorted position. As Dean suggests, after the effervescent 1960s, the following decade raised 

a “cynical, rather detached society that plundered the most negative aspects of the previous 

decade’s sexual revolution, emphasizing promiscuity and irresponsibility to the detriment of its 

emotional sanity.”61 In this disorderly context, drama as a genre takes the responsibility of 

portraying society’s problems, for example a contorted, perverted, incoherent consciousness: 

“Such an emphasis upon the nonemotional aspects of sexuality was bound, sooner or later, to 

result in a deleterious blunting of the nation’s consciousness. Mamet’s view of such a society 

is bleak; his characters are alienated in every sense of the word.”62  

In other words, Mamet does not modulate his discourse, but on the contrary, the attitude 

towards his characters is rather uncompromising. Harold Bloom also noticed that: “The 

savagery of Mamet’s stance towards his protagonists, particularly in SPC, is Marlovian, as is 

Mamet’s fierce obsession with hyperbolical rhetoric”63. In constructing his discourses, Bernie 

goes from the need to have Danny’s approval to the desire to hyperbolize his experience, to 

make it sound monumental; along with his confidence, grows the intensity of the story, until 

“Bernie’s obsessive rhetoric has a hallucinatory quality.”64 Mamet’s attitude towards his 

characters and the hallucinatory effect of their rhetoric (particularly present in the first scene) 

highlight the critique upon society’s state of decay. In this type of society, the tendency of 

excess is visible in the first place on the linguistic level: 

The frenetic verbal affrays that the characters indulge in are their way of concealing the vacuum 

that exists at the root of their lives; the abandon with which they bounce wisecracks and 

platitudes off one another only partially conceals their desperation. So long as they can continue 

to joke, criticize, and fantasize, they can delude themselves that they are happy.65  

 

The linguistic and stylistic levels mirror the farce and the illusion they live in. Bernie and Danny 

choose to work hard to build this ridiculous illusion rather than confront their realities. What 

dominate their conversations are their (quite often imagined) sexual adventures. “These are 

reported to Danny as fact, but are little more than routine dirty stories that have been opened 
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out into mini-dramas in which Bernie himself is the chief protagonist.”66 Apart from the self-

glorification emanating from his stories, there is no explicit scene proving he actually had any 

real contact with a woman, as Dean also wrote: 

There is no evidence to suggest that he has ever had a satisfactory relationship, in spite of all 

his masculine posturing. Bernie is, literally, ‘all talk.’ In order to assuage his fears, he constantly 

reduces women to the most basic physical level. For him, they can be succinctly summed up in 

the following crude jingle: ‘Tits and Ass. Tits and Ass. Tits and Ass. Tits and Ass. Blah de Bloo. 

Blah de Bloo. Blah de Bloo. Blah de Bloo. (Pause.) Huh?’ (scene 30)67 

 

Bloom goes even further on the same line, suggesting that “Bernie’s Inferno is no less than the 

existence of women as such.”68 Therefore, the stories he constructs are like a shield which 

protects him from what he fears the most, not being accepted by women, not being able to stay 

in contact with or to dominate them. The entire carnival of narratives he describes is Bernie’s 

manner of masking his vulnerability. The hallucinatory effect those stories might produce are 

only tricks supposed to hide the reality of his solitude.  

 This is evident in the last scene as well, where the two friends are as lonely as they were 

at the beginning of the play, with the sole difference that Danny assumed something of Bernie’s 

attitude. He now uses his friend’s formulas and way of considering the women being only some 

‘broads’. Bernie’s final and absurd tirade that condemns how women ‘perturb’ the recreational 

space at the seaside, not allowing them to rest implies that to some extent, women do not have 

the ‘right’ to impress him. Women emanate a sense of power and fascination and he can oppose 

it only by trying to perceive them as objects of consumption, without any emotional implication. 

 Besides, Danny, the one who actually had a relationship, does not seem to have changed 

for good, partly due to his personal lack of volition to invest in a profound relationship, partly 

because of Bernie’s negative influence. As Karen Blansfield noted, Dan is influenced by Bernie 

as much as Deborah is influenced by Joan, both Bernie and Joan being manipulative and 

projecting their fear of failure upon their friends, along with the jealousy and the fear of 

loneliness: 

In fact, this whole quartet seems to be caught in a vicious circle: Deborah has the power to 

disrupt and probably destroy Bernie’s bond with Dan; Bernie subtly molds Dan into his cynical 

image—to the point where Dan appropriates Bernie’s language—and thus infects this blooming 

relationship; Joan exerts a similar power over Deb, poisoning the waters for Deb and Dan, while 

Dan seems to get the wrong end of the stick all around. The result is a disruption of any real 

intimacy or potential familial bond.69 
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In other words, through relying on the myths fabricated by the society, for example the ones 

portraying an artificial, consuming-oriented sexuality, the characters almost lose their sense of 

reality. Even the ones who try to establish a genuine connection with the opposite sex (Dan and 

Deborah) get rapidly disappointed in front of their inability to conform to some specific external 

norms. Their endeavors are doomed to failure under the outside pressure and they end up 

mirroring the others’ fears too, besides their own.  

 All this creates indeed a vicious circle and Mamet constructs a world where people chose 

to mask their disappointment and emptiness with imagined narratives about themselves. In the 

playwright’s bleak view, even if they try to use storytelling as an attempt to construct or find 

meaning in their experiences, unfortunately they orientate the power of performance towards 

nonsensical manifestations of their distorted consciousness.  

 

2.3 Performance and emptiness 

If Sexual Perversity in Chicago is the play of false models and stories the characters take for 

granted, Oleanna is the play of imagined or projected stories individuals build themselves but 

could not realize. Instead, both the teacher and his student are constantly prone to imposing 

their own narrative on each other, which inevitably causes the failure of communication and 

human understanding. Therefore, the two dramatic texts meet in the characters’ need to perform 

a constructed image of themselves rather than trying to understand reality and the others. This 

causes the failure of communication, which is very closely traced in Oleanna through the power 

of language. In addition to that, even this dramatic piece is the product of the 90s, two decades 

after the formerly discussed one, it conserves what Brenda Murphy calls Mamet’s “perennial 

subject”70, namely human relationships and interactions. This logic shows that even the texts 

develop in different registers (colloquial and academic) they portray – like almost all Mamet’s 

plays – characters equally obsessed with a single artificial plot about their lives. The maniacal 

struggle to perform it drives them to abnormal, even inhuman interactions with the others.  In 

other words, the function of storytelling in Oleanna is to unmask not only the failure of their 

plots (and also the effects of their massive intellectual and emotional investment in those 

narratives) and the failure of communication. 

As is often the case when people produce false stories, and as always happens in Sexual 

Perversity in Chicago, it is for the purpose of hiding their vulnerabilities that they act in this 
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manner. Although John, the teacher is in a position of power and he dominates Carol, the 

student, not only that by the end his plan will depend on her, but he will end up as shattered by 

the course of events as her. However, he occupies the position of the main storyteller, he is the 

one who possesses the knowledge and can make Carol understand (what he teaches and writes 

in his book): 

John: What do you want me to do? We are two people, all right? Both of whom have subscribed 

to… 

Carol: No, no… 

John: …certain arbitrary… 

Carol: No. You have to help me.  

John: Certain institutional… you tell me what you want me to do… 

Carol: Teach me. Teach me.71 

 

Apart from the power he is invested with by the institutional rules, Carol invests him with the 

power to solve this specific misunderstanding which seems to affect not only her evolution as 

a student, but also her entire life. Constantly trying to change the coordinates of the story she 

lives in she becomes incoherent. More exactly, in the opening of the play as well as by the end 

of it she comes to their meetings with pre-established micro-narratives she assembled: the 

narrative of the incapable student and later the one of the abused student.  These interfere with 

John’s assembled plot about his near future: 

John: I think you’re angry. Many people are. I have a telephone call that I have to make. And 

an appointment, which is rather pressing; though I sympathize with your concerns, and though 

I wish I had the time, this was not a previously scheduled meeting and I… 

 Carol: …you think I’m nothing… 

John: …have an appointment with a realtor, and with my wife and… 

Carol: You think I’m stupid.  

John: No, I certainly don’t.  

Carol: You said, ‘What can that mean?’ (Pause.) ‘What can that mean?’… (Pause.) 

John: …and what did that mean to you…? 

Carol: That meant I’m stupid. And I’ll never learn. That’s what that meant.72 

 

He prepares for his tenure (both an academic and a social recognition of his position) and for 

buying a new house. This shows his high status, but also his vulnerabilities; his constant 

interruptions to attend the phone calls are only one aspect which demonstrates he can hardly 

cope with the new changes. The way their plots interfere shows that they want to perform the 

roles they are assigned rather than assuming the responsibilities of truly being teacher and 

student. Namely, John does not try to establish a real human relation (he is using very 

sophisticated language that might be artificial, although she keeps reminding him she does not 

understand anything); and, of course, he is continuously interrupting the teaching process with 
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the urgent phone calls he has to make in order to buy a new house. Carol does not try either to 

genuinely listen to her teacher; instead, she rapidly puts a label (‘I’m stupid’ or ‘I’m nothing’) 

on almost every one of his attempts to explain her something. His sophisticated language and 

her act of writing (at least in the first part) are elements they use as ‘stage directions’ in the 

performative acts. Thus, they try to ‘show’ their position rather than ‘be’.  

 On the other hand, Carol appears in the first act as a hesitant, almost inarticulate student 

who asks for explanations and apparently her sole purpose is to obtain the knowledge necessary 

to pass the course. But after a not very fruitful session, Carol comes back in the second act fairly 

changed and making clear statements about her will and position. She has written in advance 

the report of John’s abusive attitude, therefore Carol starts performing a new role, which gives 

her power over John:  

Carol: What you can do to force me to retract? 

John: This is not what I meant at all. 

Carol: To bribe me, to convince me… 

John: This is not what I meant at all. I think that you know it is not.  

Carol: This is not what I know. I wish I… 

John: I do not want to… you wish what? 

Carol: No, you said what amends can you make. To force me to retract.  

John: This is not what I said.  

Carol: I have my notes.73  

 

The final act shows a truly decided person, a student who still needs her teacher to explain 

words like ‘indictment’, but who is fully prepared to accuse him in front of the tenure 

committee. She is fully aware of the knowledge she possesses (she has written evidence of his 

actions) and of the coherent narrative of abuse she wants to enforce. Therefore, both of them 

try to impose their fabricated stories on each other. While she writes his gestures in order to 

construct a narrative out of them, John opens the second act with the narrative of his great 

passion for teaching: “You see, (Pause.) I love to teach. And flatter myself I am skilled at it. 

And I love the, the aspect of performance. When I found I loved to teach I swore that I would 

not become that cold, rigid automaton of an instructor which I had encountered as a child.”74 

Apart from the game of showing rather than being, he intends to draw a sensitive human side 

of himself meant to influence Carol’s decision. But he is not even an ‘automaton’ when he tries 

to teach Carol, since he interrupts the explanations with the phone calls. Thus, the great contrast 

between who they are in different acts of the play or between what they say and what they do 
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shows how much they have invested solely in performing themselves, which causes the failure 

of their communication.  

 However, in this fragmented dramatic discourse, the power shifts from one character to 

the other, as fast as words, since it is through linguistic strategies the two gain dominance over 

one another. The very small narratives circulate so fast between them that they hardly find the 

time to react to them and they are prone to always constructing new ones. For example, apart 

from interrupting the meeting with his phone calls –shifting from his personal life to the public 

one – John tries to gain her sympathy so as to obtain a positive answer from the Tenure 

Committee through various strategies, as Brenda Murphy also notices: “by cultivating a shared 

anger at the educational establishment; by suggesting that she has injured him, shocking and 

hurting him; and finally, by turning her own complaint back on her, insisting that he does not 

understand what she is telling him.”75 

 All these micro-narratives and strategies allow the audience to enter the realm of the 

characters’ consciousness. Here is clear how communication and human relationships are 

doomed to failure, as well as their apparent power and control. Perhaps this is the reason Mamet 

himself describes the play as a ‘tragedy’:  

This play is a tragedy about power. These are two people with a lot to say to each other, with 

legitimate affection for each other. But protecting their positions becomes more important than 

pursuing their own best interests. And that leads them down the slippery slope to a point where, 

at the end of the play, they tear each other’s throat out. It is a play about two people, and each 

person’s point of view is correct. Yet they end up destroying each other.76  

 

The playwright’s words not only shadow the critical responses (especially those in the 90s) 

focused on gender issues and sexual abuses in the academic field, but also open the discussion 

towards a larger sphere, the end of the twentieth century situation of the American self. Its 

issues are visible in every social interaction. Closely examining human relationships, the first 

act encapsulates the characters’ tendency to concentrate solely on their own purposes, as it is 

visible from the play’s opening, in which the teacher has a long phone conversation in front of 

Carol. In fact, as the play develops, it becomes obvious that a good part of the dramatic piece 

consists in John’s phone calls, a sign of his very low level of implication in the interaction with 

his student. Moreover, after the phone conversation he is quite absent minded:  

Carol: What is a ‘term of art’?  

John: Is that what you want to talk about?  

Carol: …to talk about…? 
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John: Let’s take the mysticism out of it, shall we? Carol? (Pause.) Don’t you think? I’ll tell you: 

when you have some ‘thing’. Which must be broached. (Pause.) Don’t you think…? (Pause.) 

Carol: …don’t I think…? 

John: Mmm? 

Carol: …did I…? 

John: …what?  

Carol: Did I…did I… did I say something wr… 

John: (Pause): No. I’m sorry. No. You’re right. I’m very sorry. I’m somehow rushed. As you 

see.77  

 

Therefore, John tends to react passively to Carol’s presence and questions. It takes a number of 

lines and pauses for him to find an approach of the matter. Also, he wants to simplify things, to 

take the ‘mysticism’ out of equation, namely to remain on the surface of things, since it might 

be easier – especially for him, who clearly has numerous other problems to attend. On the other 

hand, the female student employs almost the same strategy, on a different scale. Namely, when 

the teacher is trying to revisit Carol’s paper in order to formulate an answer, she desperately 

utters what she needs, what she came for in fact:  

John: I’m saying, that perhaps this course… 

Carol: No, no, no, you can’t, you can’t… I have to… 

John: …how… 

Carol: …I have to pass it… 

John: Carol, I: 

Carol: I have to pass this course, I… 

John: …either the, I… either the criteria for judging progress in the class are… 

Carol: No, no, no, no. I have to pass it.78 

 

She does not offer him the time to react, as in a basic normal conversation for fear that she 

might not get a passing grade. Her panic drives her to almost denying him the freedom to at 

least formulate a possible answer. Exactly as he wants to employ only one way of discussing 

the materials of his course, the one devoid of ‘mysticism’, Carol desperately attempts to conduct 

John’s attention in only one direction, allowing her to pass the course. Her unidirectional 

perspective is highlighted when she mentions she did everything she was told, namely buy the 

teacher’s book and read it; besides, she takes notes all the time. All these exterior and superficial 

manifestations of her interest are only a starting point, but in her view, they should entitle her 

for passing the course.  

 Thus, it is visible from the very beginning and throughout the play that they are not 

searching for a common ground, but for one that could serve their personal interest. Instead of 

listening to her carefully and trying to apply a coherent pedagogic strategy – or at least a basic 

human effort of listening sincerely – he employs an arsenal of sophisticated words and formulas 
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in front of which the girl has no power, namely no system of decoding. As a response to John’s 

explanations she only laments without trying to deconstruct his formulas or to make 

connections between them, as she is absorbed by their form and by the idea that she does not 

possess the knowledge. 

 The second act rearticulates their positions and therefore one of the core conflicts of the 

play. They engage in the interaction being prepared for only one possible development – for 

only one possible narrative. Interestingly enough, they both think they have power, but the 

apparent domination over one another comes from the outside. John is part of the institution of 

academia, whereas Carol has joined a Group. He considers he is right because he owns the title 

of teacher and has his name on the door, while Carol has visibly gained confidence and courage 

to confront the teacher only after she joined the Group and met its ideas. Belonging to an 

institution creates an abstract version of themselves they unsuccessfully try to perform, hence 

the failure of their meetings, like Brenda Murphy writes: 

The tragedy results from the fundamental failure of John and Carol to meet as human beings at 

any point in the three conversations that make up the three acts of the play. [N]either has any 

interest in what the other character is trying to communicate. Each of them develops his or her 

topic independently, and the most frequent connection between them is contradiction.79 

 

Their distorted and ineffective communication is obviously one of the main reasons of their 

failed interaction. Carol is challenged by John’s complex terms, but she herself has very 

confusing attitudes and remarks. She repeatedly tells him she does not understand anything. In 

fact, the phrase ‘I don’t understand’ is one of the most frequent utterances of this play. Both of 

them are self-serving and dishonest about their real intentions. When they meet, they employ a 

pre-built discourse either from books or from the Group’s ideas, in her case, which apparently 

empower her. Therefore, the interpretation of the whole play proved itself a challenging task; 

the violent gestures John performs at the end could be either a confirmation of Carol’s 

accusations or simply his last resort in front of a ruined career and a compromised marriage. 

After he employs the micronarratives about education and academia as triggers for her empathy, 

he talks about his own obstacles; when everything fails, he uses physical force. The ambiguity 

the text creates for the critics and the audiences as well invite to further reflection on issues 

raised by communication. 

 Also in terms of communication, Mamet portrayed in Oleanna the fragmentariness of 

the characters’ speech. Michael L. Quinn notes that “the language of this play is the most 

fragmentary in Mamet’s work—half of a telephone conversation, whole pages of simple 
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phrases that trail off or are interrupted, abrupt and unpredictable changes of topic, etc.”80 The 

fragmentariness of the characters’ conversations mirrors their disrupted consciousness, where 

lies no coherence, but only intentionality (the source of their impulsive acts), no system of 

deeply understanding the others, but only a mechanism of tolerating them for the purpose of 

achieving a personal goal.  

 All in all, in Oleanna, the characters are even farther away from what could constitute 

a human relationship, since they almost speak different languages. Their solely common ground 

is their equally intense desire for power; as Brenda Murphy also concludes, “both are destroyed, 

although they achieve some form of power over each other. The difference is that Mamet has 

made John the protagonist. He is the more conscious and the freer to act of the two, and thus 

the more guilty.”81 As a result, Mamet’s texts reclaim the importance of the narratives that 

populate human consciousness, in a world that does not value them, but it is rather concerned 

with the fabrication of artificial patterns.  

 

2.4 Conclusion 

When it comes to the artificial way of approaching human relationships, Mamet shows no 

tolerance towards his characters. If they are to become ruined, empty and without hope for 

future endeavors it is plainly their fault for they missed the chance offered by the present. For 

this purpose, they have to be conscious about what kind of narrative fills their present time. In 

Sexual Perversity in Chicago, both men and women consume their desires rather than building 

relationships, hence boredom comes into play; they ‘nourish’ some repetitive patterns without 

the intention to invest into a more profound human bounding. They explore their sexuality only 

on a basic level, inserting some clichés they have heard, or they consider fashionable. What is 

valuable for them is how they look in front of their friends and not who  

they really are. The narratives they exhibit have the potential to offer them coherence and 

understanding of their experiences, although they are always artificially created; but they 

choose to speculate only their performative power, since behind those masks there’s the reality 

of their weaknesses.   

 Not far from such a type of masquerade there is the game of dominance in Oleanna. 

Carol and John seem to consider their encounters only as platforms on which they can display 
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their needs and demonstrate their point of view, without the slightest intention of establishing 

a coherent and assumed relationship. John calls for Carol’s empathy only when his professional 

and social position is in danger. Moreover, Carol’s aim to understand what John teaches fades 

gradually in the shadow of her ambition to see him accused and punished. Thus, they use the 

performative power of storytelling only to come closer to achieve their goals and dominate each 

other.  

 In other words, the common tendency in these works is the dynamic course of the 

storytelling techniques, which mirrors the characters’ struggle to always produce new images 

of themselves. Navigating this world of masks brings them farther and farther away from a 

coherent consciousness and identity. Considered in a larger socio-cultural context, this direction 

points toward the wide-spread tendency to value power and control (offered by performativity, 

for example) over truth and reality. As Annette Saddik also points out, these are common ideas 

among the most prolific playwrights of the twentieth century, like Mamet and Shepard: “human 

action in America is seen as an act – a performance or game of representation – that is 

indistinguishable from the ‘real’, pointing to a defining aspect of postmodern American identity 

central to the canon of both Mamet and Shepard, where the boundaries between acting and 

being are continuously blurred.”82 All things considered, it is important to analyze the 

motivations as well as the effects of performative storytelling, whether they are mirrored by 

Mamet’s characters effusion of words or by Shepard’s world invaded by images of the past. 
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Chapter 3 Sam Shepard  

3.1 Narrative and identity 

A universe of fluid identities and fragmented pieces of consciousness, Shepard’s staged reality 

is equally unstable as Mamet’s. In contrast to Mamet’s plays, where individuals choose to 

struggle for fabricated ideals, Shepard’s characters do not refuse to search for a more profound 

and coherent understanding of the world. Shepard’s “neurasthenically sensitive”83 characters 

apparently devote their actions to understand the course of events, as Christopher Bigsby 

observes: “His spiritual migrants and social outcasts, charged with a dangerous kinetic energy, 

are involved in a restless search whose object evades them.”84 Given the frenzy of their search, 

they resort to narrative and performance, since they cannot find their roots and the meaning of 

inhabiting their surrounding reality: “The figures in Shepard’s plays are not stable or easily 

definable. They are not rooted in a social or psychological world which defines them with any 

precision. They are their performances.”85 As a reaction to the precarious social conditions, the 

characters in Shepard’s plays resort to living a constructed image of themselves, but that is often 

the product of their own sensibility. 

 In other words, the analysis of Sam Shepard’s dramatic texts is certainly necessary when 

drawing a map of storytelling and performance’s effects on modern American drama. The 

predilection for performative storytelling in Shepard’s plays comes on the one hand from the 

dominating artistic tendency at the end of the twentieth century. On the other hand is an 

expression of the hypersensitive and insecure characters’ need to define their lives’ purpose and 

meaning. Annette Saddik analyzes the transition from mimesis to “redefining what constitutes 

meaning and experience and testing the limits of drama as performance”86 in (post)modern 

texts. Given its nature, narrative has the potential to relocate human experiences in a meaningful 

and coherent structure, especially when that responds to reality’s unbalanced configuration. 

Through narrative and performance the characters have access to a dimension of reality outside 

the limits of what is representable on the stage. Bigsby also notes that Shepard’s writings have 

the power to “detect and present the invisible through rhythms or shapes87, especially because 
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they are expressed by unpredictable or even neurotic figures. The instabilities in which their 

postmodern lives are immersed determine Shepard’s characters to turn their attention toward 

the ‘invisible’ threads of their existence, for instance their own and their family’s past or the 

family relationships. 

 Therefore, one of the main functions of performative storytelling in Shepard’s plays is 

to navigate the characters through their past and through rediscovering their identity, since the 

present they inhabit blurs the boundaries between who they appear to be and who they really 

are. Bigsby also reflects on the idea that Shepard has “found in performance a symbol of lives 

which are the enactment of stories with their roots in the distant past of ritual and myth as well 

as in a present in which role and being have become confused.”88 

However, interrogating one’s identity either through the lenses of the past or the ones 

of the present is hardly ever a linear or unidirectional journey. The characters’ attempt to find 

coherence and meaning using the narrative’s power results in fractured images of themselves 

that clearly mirrors their fragmented consciousness, as Stephen Bottoms notes: “the stories told 

by the characters, usually in the form of monologues, function simply as isolated fragments 

within overall narrative structures which remain conspicuous for their lack of stability.”89 It is 

not the promise of a resolution that feeds their storytelling occurrences, but the process in itself 

of searching meaning through narrative. In Bottom’s words, Shepard’s “manifestation of this 

desire to create a more reliable structure through greater conscious forethought has been his 

growing interest in storytelling, an attempt to create a sense of more ordered narrative”90 In 

short, what the isolated pieces of narrative cannot reveal is captured in the process of assembling 

them and in their image as a whole. 

For instance, none of the characters’ stories in Buried Child fully reveals the truth about 

them or their family’s path. But put together, they do form an image about their family and 

deliver a kind of meaning with regards to the main character’s trajectory. Likewise, the two 

brothers’ stories in True West reveal by far more about them considered together than their 

individual struggles to find meaning. Despite all that, in the end their attempts might prove to 

be illusory and deceptive, as Harold Bloom observes: “Shepard’s people are lyrical selves, 

desperately seeking a stable identity. They are not going to find it. Their dramatist remains our 

major living visionary, stationed at the edge of our common abyss.”91 However, they rely on 
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the dialogue they open through their performances (even it is a dialogue with their own selves) 

as their last available resort. This is a consequence of inhabiting (physically as well as 

psychologically) enclosed spaces, as Bigsy notes: “They are also trapped in the absurdity of 

relationships on which they rely for meaning and survival but which are equally the source of 

their pain.”92 Vince, in Buried Child follows his need to reconnect with his family, regardless 

of the pain and trouble it comes with. Likewise, the two brothers in True West sit in kitchen in 

the end, in a picture representing that common space surrounded by the signs of a deteriorated 

home (and existence) as the only place where they can finish their story. 

Shepard’s works written between the mid 1970s and mid 1980s show special attention 

to the domestic setting and various familial issues as this represents an appropriate basis for 

introspection. The Pulitzer Prize winner Buried Child was written in 1978 and received its 

premiere at the Magic Theatre, in San Francisco, California in the summer of the same year. 

Almost two decades later, the author writes in the Preface of the revised edition his motivation 

for the changes he brings to the play regarding Vince, the main character: “Even though a core 

truth of this character is his aimlessness and passivity, there seemed to be no point in allowing 

him to be completely outside the play almost in the predicament of a narrator.”93 The revised 

edition was produced on Broadway at the Brooks Atkinson Theatre in 1996. 

Apart from being the play which brought Shepard important awards and national 

recognition as a playwright, Buried Child represents a fairly important dramatic discourse 

expressing the collapse of the traditional family nucleus. This is achieved through numerous 

techniques, among which storytelling proves to be one of the most productive, as it anchors the 

actions into the staged reality, which tends to be confusing and troubling. Performative 

storytelling is also the characters’ preferred device used to establish order and coherence when 

they reflect upon their family’s tumultuous past. Equally important, and in the light of what 

Shepard himself mentioned about the revision of the play, is how the family’s story and identity 

are intertwined with Vince’s path. His presumed aimlessness and minimal action on the stage 

give space to the family’s narrative to hover above the whole play and reveal Vince’s purpose 

and (possible) identity only at the end. 

By comparison, True West may appear less rich in concrete instances of storytelling, 

but as a whole, represents an extended performative exercise of writing a narrative. It had its 

premiere in 1980 at the Magic Theatre, in San Francisco, California and it was a finalist for the 

Pulitzer Prize three years later. The play was usually placed right beside Buried Child (and other 
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texts written by Shepard) in critical studies dedicated to the theme of the family unit, what 

Emma Creedon’s calls “the primal unit of human interaction – the family home, the origins of 

all social interface and the domain that shapes our psychic development.”94 At the same time, 

the author himself confesses he intended to write a play about the duality of human nature: “It’s 

a real thing, double nature. I think we’re split in a much more devastating way than psychology 

can reveal. It’s something we’ve got to live with.”95 

Thus, True West represents another of Shepard’s plays concerned with the dynamics of 

human identity. Along with that, the importance of the play resides in its use of performative 

storytelling, which is visible in the text’s configuration. Namely, the actions of the two brothers 

are centered on their desire to write a script, at first individually and then together. Their 

endeavor to create it, the way Austin and Lee complement each other and (try to) complete the 

story reflect on the one hand what Sam Shepard considered the disrupted nature of human 

psychology and therefore consciousness. On the other hand, their artistic labor mimics their 

struggle to find or formulate the right path – therefore the right ‘story’ – of their existence, since 

by the end of the play their roles get reversed. As also happens in Buried Child, the text is 

invested with a sense of meaning and coherence especially when the threads of all the micro-

narratives come together. 

 

3.2 The buried story 

Often considered by critics as part of a ‘family trilogy’ composed by Shepard (along with Curse 

of the Starving Class and True West), Buried Child received special attention both from the 

audiences (since it was awarded several times) and from the author himself. After twenty years 

of being constantly produced, Shepard revised the play, his gesture highlighting the importance 

of how the numerous narrative threads come together. James Crank shows that Shepard’s 

revision “involves clearing up the mystery of the titular infant of the play”96 regarding who are 

his parents. All these enhance the importance and the effect of Dodge’s narration of murder 

newly placed in the third act. This claims the importance of the storytelling procedure, 

beginning with the technical point of view.  
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 In a more profound sense, the family drama shows attentiveness to narration by the 

reiteration, in a purposely decayed form, of two important myths as lost edifices of the 

American identity and culture – the family (especially in the final act) and the land (in the first 

act). The family, Bigsby notes, is now a metonymic parody of the culture”97 Once prosperous, 

Vince’s family ended up not only divided, but also intensely auto-destructive; Dodge himself 

reflects on that: “We were a well-established family once. All the boys were grown. The farm 

was producing enough milk to fill Lake Michigan twice over. Then Halie got pregnant again. 

Out the middle a nowhere.”98 This has a direct impact on the land they inhabit, as John Clum 

also states: “Buried Child gives us a dark vision of agrarian America in which the land, even 

the ‘catastrophic’ weather, seem poisoned by the human inhabitants.99 This is well captured in 

Halie’s awe in front of Tilden carrying the ears of corn: “We haven’t had corn here for over 

thirty years!”100 Leaving the abundance to be part of a distant mythical past, they abandoned 

themselves to a desolate existence in a barren land.  

 Thus, Shepard uses some pre-established and well known narratives to explain and 

enrich his text by presenting an altered version of them which announces its postmodern 

context. In this decayed world, trying to reconnect with each other through the narratives they 

share appears to be the only chance of revival their family has. As well as Halie considers the 

“[g]ood hard rain”101 which takes “everything straight down deep to the roots”102 a miracle, the 

audience witnesses Vince’s homecoming resembling a possible rebirth of their family (since 

Dodge left him the house and not to one of his sons). But this does not take place until Dodge 

breaks the pact he had with his wife of not mentioning the dead child and begins to tell the story 

of the baby’s murder.  The process of storytelling reopens a possibility for them to 

reconnect and survive. This is visible in the fact that after his confession Dodge dies and while 

Tilden carries the baby’s earthly remains (a sign that the secret was dug out of the ground), 

Vince stays on the sofa, in Dodge’s place, as the new heir and master of the house. Apart from 

ensuring them a chance to reconnect, performative storytelling bears the potential to deliver 

meaning and restore the order. When Dodge is provoked by Shelly into telling the story, he 

acknowledges its importance, even if he employs an ironical tone:  

Shelly: I know you’ve got a secret. You’ve all got a secret. It’s so secret, in fact, you’re all 

convinced it never happened.  
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Dodge: (Laughing to himself.) She thinks she’s going to get it out of us. She thinks she’s going 

to uncover the truth of the matter. Like a detective or something. (To Shelly.) I’ll tell ya. I might 

as well. I wouldn’t mind hearing it hit the air after all these years of silence.103  

 

Commenting on Dodge’s position, Bigsby writes that “[i]t is tempting to see this both as a taunt 

directed at the dramatic critic and, more profoundly, as an observation about the hunger for 

meaning and coherence.”104 

 The questions of identity, loss and displacement that navigate Buried Child, proves this 

is not only a family play, but also a work that demonstrates how fluid human identities might 

be; the recovery of a ‘buried’ past is only one way to portray it. In creating that, time and space 

are not stated, the family house resembles more a mental space and on a symbolic level, the 

backyard is a sort of consciousness. This becomes clearer when Dodge states that “my flesh 

and blood is buried in the back yard”105, suggesting that he acknowledges the deeds and his 

consciousness is awake. 

 However, the sense of loss shows how the family has lost its unity and the individual 

has lost his internal coherence, therefore the identities become disrupted and this fragmentation 

is strongly connected with the loss of the family’s cohesion. These ideas are highlighted by the 

passages of storytelling, as well as by the troubling images the text provides.  

 The first act introduces the audience into a deteriorated interior whose every single 

element suggests the home and the family’s decline. For instance, the wooden staircase which 

leads to Halie’s room has a “pale, frayed carpet laid down on the steps”106, mirroring the fragile 

state of her ‘strained’ nerves visible later in her impulsive and irritated way of talking. Likewise, 

Dodge sits on the “old, dark green sofa with the stuffing coming out in spots”107 showing his 

lack of power despite being considered later the dominant masculine figure which passes on 

the heritage. Shepard inscribes the narrative of their decay firstly in the landscape they inhabit. 

Then, in the distorted relationship they prove to have, even when it comes to the most basic 

kind of interaction, like asking their son Bradley to cut Dodge’s hair: 

Dodge: You tell him! Last time he left me near bald! 

Halie’s voice: That’s not my fault!  

Dodge: You put him up to it! 

Halie’s voice: I never did!  

Dodge: You did too! You had some fancy, idiot house-social planned! Time to dress up the 

corpse for company! Surprised you didn’t tape a pipe to my mouth while you were at it!  
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Halie’s voice: You always imagine the worst things of people!108 

  

The conflict amounts until Halie starts the story about Ansel, their lost son. Her narrative sheds 

light upon their situation, explaining the troubles they went through: “Then when Tilden turned 

out to be so much trouble, I put all my hopes on Ansel. Of course Ansel wasn’t as handsome, 

but he was smart. He was the smartest probably. Smarter than Bradley, that’s for sure. Didn’t 

go and chop his leg off with a chain saw.”109 The other two characters in the scene can clearly 

hear her, but she mentions Tilden as if she is alone. In addition to that, when Tilden asks her 

repeatedly if Ansel was a hero she completely ignores him. On the one hand, her attitude shows 

she assumed the role of a performer whose act of telling has the power to recreate the space 

around her and transform it into a stage for her alone. Ignoring the presence of the others reveals 

that she is immersed in the narrative as in a ritual of remembering, since she is not mentioning 

details, but key-moments: “He was blind with love. When he gave her the ring I knew he was 

a dead man. But then it was the honeymoon that killed him. I knew he’d never come back from 

the honeymoon.110”  

 As the matriarchal figure of the family, she appears partly overwhelmed, partly feeling 

responsible and guilty for their son’s fate. Repeating that “she knew” what was going to happen 

with Ansel shows her remorse for not having the power to intervene. Also, while Dodge, the 

patriarchal figure is responsible to pass the material heritage, she carries further the emotional 

one: “I’ve talked to Father Dewis about putting up a plaque for Ansel. He thinks it’s a good 

idea. He even recommended to the City Council that they put up a statue of Ansel. A big, tall 

statue with a basketball in one hand and a rifle in the other”111 (apart from outlining her 

emotional imbalance, the image could functions as an ironic hint at American aspirations). 

Although in itself her narrative contains several absurdities, it bears a significance in relation 

with the other events on the stage. It partly explains Dodge’s ironies, their misunderstandings 

(rooted in a complicated past) and announces her other sons’ behavior.  

Therefore, at this point, the device of performative storytelling does not influence the 

course of events, it just anchors the other micro-narratives (the mythical and the ‘visual’ stories) 

into the troubling reality presented on the stage. Equally, does not provide the characters with 

a solution to their problem, namely does not heal Halie’s pain as a mother, but it helps her to 

preserve and keep alive the idealized image of Ansel (at least in her own memory).  
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 Further more, the second act opens itself towards almost the same functions of the 

narratives it provides. The lost and reversed mythical image about the American land left 

uncultivated is now presented in a more schematic view from Shelly’s superficial perspective:  

Vince: This is the house.  

Shelly: I don’t believe it! 

Vince: How come? It’s just a house. It’s American.  

Shelly: American? Where’s the milkman and the little dog?  

 

Vince’s girlfriend imposes her own prefabricated story upon the reality that hardly matches her 

ideal of an old American property. But the fact that she comes from outside the house (and 

outside the family) with different expectations and stories in mind ‘unlocks’ the potential of the 

main narratives. For instance, when Vince is not recognized either by his grandfather or by his 

father he assumes the role of a performer going through all his childhood’s gestures: “Look. 

Look at this. Do you remember this? I used to bend my thumb behind my knuckles. You 

remember? I used to do it at the dinner table. Way back then.”112 While he keeps reminding 

them their reactions (“You used to kick me out of the house for this one.”113) Shelly reiterates 

her own reaction: “He drives me crazy with that sometimes.”114 Her annoyance suggests that 

perhaps Vince regularly turns toward his childhood stories as a method of preserving his 

memories and keeping his consciousness alive by not forgetting his roots.  

 As well as his son, Tilden also uses storytelling as a navigating device through his past 

in order to preserve it and maybe understand it. In the end of the second act, he gives Shelly a 

hint about their family secret: “We had a baby. Little baby. Could pick it up with one hand. Put 

it in the other. So small that nobody could find it. Just disappeared. We had no service. No 

hymn. Nobody came.”115 Despite Dodge’s desperate protests, Tilden goes on with the story 

making clear his need of finding the truth: “He’s the only one who knows where it is. The only 

one. Like a secret buried treasure.”116 Dodge’s treasure is, therefore, the good reputation of their 

family (lost long ago). But for Tilden, the treasure appears to be the ‘buried’ sense of meaning 

and understanding of their past.  

Nonetheless, in the final act, Shelly is the one who asks Dodge to tell his secret, 

revealing one of the main mysteries of the play (and confirming Tilden’s story at the end of the 

second act). The fact that a stranger provokes the process of storytelling shows once more they 
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inhabit an enclosed barren space, as Emma Creedon observes, where they have a chance to 

reconnect only through a performative act like Dodge’s confession:  

For Shepard, the domestic operates as a rich burial ground awaiting exploration both figuratively 

and metaphorically. However, the excavation process is habitually a belligerent affair. In these 

plays, Shepard appears to perform an act of violence on the traditions of the American twentieth-

century theatre, symbolized by the American home, deliberately shocking and scandalizing the 

audience in an exaggerated, grossly inflated, and surreal manner. He takes the familiarity of 

American domestic realism and turns it on its head, creating images of the uncanny.117  

 

In contrast with the preceding acts, the final one articulates the purpose of turning towards one’s 

past into (re)discovering one’s identity. Vince employs performative storytelling to put order 

and coherence in what he experienced in his journey back to his family (therefore back to his 

roots) and also to assert his new place, thus his new identity: he has been recognized as the heir 

of the house and its new master, therefore he has the responsibility to carry on the heritage: 

I’ve gotta carry on the line. It’s in the blood. I’ve gotta see to it that things keep rolling. I was 

gonna run last night. I drove all night with the windows open. I studied my face. Studied 

everything about it as though Iwas looking at another man. As though I could see his whole race 

behind him. And then his face changed. His face became his father’s face. And his father’s face 

changed to his grandfather’s face. And it went on like that. Changing. I followed my family 

clear into Iowa.118  

 

However, Shepard’s theatre hardly ever comes with a redeeming solution in the end. What is 

sure is that Vince’s homecoming and recognition by his family opens a dialogue with his own 

consciousness (he now feels responsible for keeping the family’s name alive). Regarding the 

others, the fact that the secret was revealed offers the possibility of introspection and of putting 

order in the disrupted narratives they have been performing. Not necessarily rejecting the 

possibility of an open ending, Bigsby’s view of the characters’ path is rather bleak: “There is, 

indeed, a kind of autism about Shepard’s characters, who pay little regard to the world beyond 

themselves. They become alternative versions of themselves, doomed to re-enactment.”119  

In conclusion, the ‘autism’ affecting Shepard’s characters does not define them 

thoroughly. Their very sensitive self mingles with their replicated selves, which are in fact 

performed images of themselves belonging to different layers of the past. They use performative 

storytelling in order to rediscover the meaning contained in these layers. Not in many 

postmodern plays the corpse of a character as an infant and his living adult replicated self 

coexist on the stage at the same time, confirming once more that the performative dialogue 

between past and present bears a huge potential of (re)creation. 
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3.3 The ‘true’ story 

The importance of imagination, storytelling and performance in the process of creation is one 

of the core elements in True West, the play usually considered the last one in Shepard’s trilogy 

of family plays. While clearly exploring the symbiotic relationship between the two brothers, 

Lee and Austin, it also addresses issues about artistic creation, the search for identity and their 

inability to adapt to different social realities. More exactly, the characters’ performance of 

creating a script for a Hollywood producer stimulates them to reflect upon their situation. Thus, 

the process transforms into the story of exchanging identities. As individuals, they cannot adapt 

to the social conditions, which also Bigsby notes: 

[T]he two are merely aspects of the same self, drawn equally to solitude and the public world 

of social action, to the construction of artistic form and the celebration of anarchy. The 

reflexiveness of a text in which the characters re-enact a screenplay of their own devising 

suggests a world in which reality is modeled on fiction rather than the other way around a world 

which is hermetic, echoic, apocalyptic.120 

 

In other words, neither Austin’s nature, the one who married and built a family, nor Lee’s free 

spirit wandering in the desert bear the seeds that can be rooted in their social context or in the 

stereotypical world of Hollywood producers. Although at first Austin gives the impression of 

being a successful writer, he ends up very easily distracted from his plans and resorts to absurd 

gestures. On the other hand, although Lee has the ‘aura’ and the authority of a man who spent 

time in the desert and the history of a petty thief, he is not more capable of assuming important 

decision for himself. While interchanging their roles, it appears they are different sides of the 

same troubled consciousness; the fact of being trapped inside their mother’s home as well as in 

the common urge to finish the script is the counterpart of the lack of roots. Hence the 

performative gesture of writing and telling turns into an act of survival, the reenactment of 

Tilden’s words in Buried Child: “[Y]ou gotta talk or you’ll die.”121  

 Biographers have observed how numerous were the drafts for this play due to its relation 

with Buried Child, a winning masterpiece and a text which also addresses family issues122. Two 

years after its release, critics “reimagined the frenetic play as a bright character piece that 

satisfactorily concluded Shepard’s meditation on the American family.”123 In addition to that, 

there is the search for identity that is reenacted in True West, this time as an interrogation of 
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masculinity, authenticity and selfhood in relation with the fictional world. While in Buried 

Child the conflict gravitates around a ‘buried’ story (kept secret by some members of the 

family), here it is the ‘true’ story both of them search for (which is out in the open, but not in 

its authentic form). Once more, the fragmented narrative they construct does not come with a 

resolution or a complete revelation, but it rather opens a dialogue between the two brothers and 

creates the conditions for each of them to interrogate their own consciousness. 

 Firstly, True West represents another play written by Shepard which echoes pre-

established narratives in the form of myths. As Stephen Bottoms explains, “[t]he profound 

ambivalence of Shepard’s writing, his simultaneously romantic and deeply skeptical outlook, 

is perhaps exhibited most clearly in his periodic tendency to draw on the imagery of traditional 

myth narratives.”124 Shepard’s ambivalent style of writing is visible only in the combination of 

realism (in the opening of the play the author insists on the realistic manner of constructing the 

setting) and myth. Also, drawing on the old American myth of the west, for example, that 

“domain of the masculine” which evokes “some primal human feelings”125, as Brenda Murphy 

observes, remains in the end the portrayal of a faded and maybe lost land. Lee’s ‘winning’ script 

is not only a fictional world, but the expression of a deep disillusionment with the disappearance 

of the authentic west. Reiterating this myth in its declined form shows from the very beginning 

of the play its engagement with narrative and performance. 

 Undoubtedly, it is the narrative of the western hero which unites the two brothers 

because it incorporates the figure of their father, gesturing toward their origins and their 

psychological, emotional and even moral heritage. When Austin and Lee start to collaborate for 

writing the western story, the process of creation illustrates the differences between the two 

brothers, their anxieties, dreams and problems – but more importantly, their common ground, 

the relation with their father: 

Lee: Just hang on a minute, Austin. 

Austin: Why? What for? You don’t need my help, right? You got a handle on the project. 

Besides, I’m looking forward to the smell of the night. The bushes. Orange blossoms. Dust in 

the driveways. We’re livin’ in a Paradise. We’ve forgotten about that.   

Lee: You sound just like the old man now. 

Austin: Yeah, well we all sound alike when we’re sloshed. We just sorta’ echo each other. 

Lee: Maybe if we could work on this together we could bring him back out here.  

Austin: I don’t want him out here! I’ve had it with him! I went all the way out there! I went out 

of my way. I gave him money and all he did was play Al Jolson records and spit at me! 
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This moment brings into attention the way the different narratives that dominate their lives 

intersect with their father’s story, proving they are not at home in any of the plots that dominate 

their lives. Lee is very sure of himself at the beginning of the play and when he starts creating 

the script, but only until he realizes he needs Austin’s help to give his ideas a suitable form. Lee 

performs the story of the ‘free spirit’ or in his own words the story of the “free agent”126, 

claiming he can lead his own life, but ends up having an agreement with a Hollywood producer 

and asking his brother’s help. He wants to demonstrate he also has creative abilities, like his 

brother, but at the same time he needs that agreement in order to settle down and get out of the 

vicious circle of the thefts.  

Austin is fully immersed in performing the story of a well-established man who has a 

family and works on a project for a Hollywood producer. The need to ‘perform’ his status is 

visible when he suggests Lee to come and live with him and his family, as he considers he can 

help his brother to settle down, but he is not comfortable with borrowing him his car or having 

him around when he meets the producer. Therefore, he performs the story of a responsible man, 

but only until he feels his plans are about to collapse. By drinking and stealing toasters later on 

he attempts to revolt against his failure and maybe even to demonstrate his brother he has the 

features of a free spirit that cannot be subdued or ‘domesticated’.  

These contradictory manifestations of their identities are the effect of the fragile threads 

their narratives are built from: illusory images about themselves and the masks they use while 

performing them. On the other hand, since they turn back several times to the discussion about 

their father, they (and their own evolution) seem haunted by their father incapability of being 

either a patriarchal figure or at least a strong enough man to take care of himself, as John Clum 

also notes:  

It is in the echoes of the Western hero in Shepard’s work that we see most vividly what the 

contemporary American male has lost, a loss connected again and again to the terrifying or 

ineffectual patriarchal wanderer always associated with the desert. I want to suggest that 

Shepard’s feckless fathers are failures because the dream of the West, as depicted in Westerns, 

is dead. The conflict between the natural man and the social man continues to be played out in 

their crippled sons.127 

 

In other words, the psychological and moral conflict their father might have experienced has 

not only driven him out in the desert, resulting in the split of their family. More importantly in 

Shepard’s play appears the fact that their father’s interior conflict becomes replicated in the 

brother’s lives. The theme of the double and the irreconcilable psychological and emotional 
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split that Shepard himself considered deeply rooted in the human nature are expressed by the 

brothers’ psychology. Namely, together they represent a modern replica of their “old man”, 

hence the use of performative storytelling. This technique helps them display at the same time 

who they are, who they want to be seen as and who they fear they might become.  

 In the first act, the story they have imagined about each other meets reality. Lee 

comments slightly ironical about Austin’s status, as a response to his brother’s invitation to 

spend more time together: “Oh, that’s right, you got the wife and kiddies now don’t ya’. The 

house, the car, the whole slam.”128 In contrast with his brother’s tone, Austin seems to calculate 

every word he utters and considers that offering Lee money will solve the situation, namely he 

will obtain the peace and quiet he needs for writing. But in fact, they try to perform a game of 

imposing their authority.  

Lee performs the image of the man who can take care of himself, reacts violently when 

he is offered money and he builds a micro-narrative about his plans of stealing from different 

houses in the neighborhood: “Nobody’s gonna’ know. All they know is somethin’s missing. 

That’s all. She’ll never even hear about it. Nobody’s gonna’ know.”129 He probably does not 

like the fact that Austin was left in charge of the house, thus tries to impose himself through 

irony, blunt sincerity and bravado. In fact, he tries to perform the attributes Austin lacks at a 

first glance.  

 At the same time, Austin is partly constrained by the context to act responsibly, since 

their mother left him in charge. In other words, he came there with the hope of finishing his 

story and he only performs the position of the reliable man prepared to support his brother. This 

is evident when he asks Lee about breakfast out of courtesy, but when Lee asks for his car, 

Austin’s answer is a very sharp “no”: “You’re not borrowing my car! That’s all there is to it. 

Lee, look – I don’t want any trouble, all right?”130 Austin is prepared to be strong and in control 

of the situation only on the safe side, namely only within the limits of his prefabricated ‘life 

plot’.  

 Interestingly enough, the common ground they seem to share is the image of the desert. 

This image simply unlocks all the narratives they have attempted to perform so far, since Lee 

shares a very sensitive and humane memory about a house in the desert he considers a paradise, 

“kinda’ place you wish you sorta’ grew up in, ya’ know.”131 The small confession is more than 
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surprising for Austin: “I thought you hated that kind of stuff.”132 The scene shows how disrupted 

the narratives of their identities are, which detours their attempt to know each other more. 

Instead of an authentic relationship, they have only constructed various plots: 

Lee: I always wondered what’d be like to be you. I used to picture you walkin’ around some 

campus with yer arms fulla’ books. Blondes chasin’ after ya’.  

Austin: Blondes? That’s funny.  

Lee: What’s funny about it? 

Austin: Because I always used to picture you somewhere. Different places. Adventures. You 

were always on some adventure.  

Lee: Yeah. 

Austin: And I used to say to myself, ‘Lee’s got the right idea. He’s out there in the world and 

here I am. What am I doing?’133 

 

This foreshadows not only the dissolution of the stories they built about themselves and about 

each other, but also comments on the illusory search of their ‘true’ story. Reflecting on this 

idea, Annette Saddik considers True West a play which presents “a triumph of individual 

agency, but not through locating a stable Truth or an authentic core of identity. Rather, hope is 

to be found in the acknowledgment of the inevitability of role-playing and the freedom 

associated with the ability to construct the self, to remain a work-in-progress. Liberation lies in 

directing our own performances.”134 Despite the deceptive outcome of their performances, their 

narratives possess the power of change, the coherence and freedom they search for.  

This is well expressed in the second act, where the potential of the performative 

storytelling is accessed by the two brothers in their attempt to write a script together. Austin 

discovers he does not belong in the place he came to search inspiration: “There’s nothin’ down 

here for me. There never was. Wandering down streets I thought I recognized that turn out to 

be replicas of streets I remember. There’s nothin’ real down here, Lee! Least of all me!”135 In 

his search for meaning and coherence, Austin renounces to his plans and agrees to write Lee’s 

idea, as the last solution he finds available. At the same time, Lee gives up the robbery scenarios 

and seriously engages in creating the plot.  

In this way, the process of interchanging identities develops along with their different 

approaches on the creative techniques. Lee is fully immersed in the effervescence of his 

imagination, whereas Austin represents the “conscious craftsmanship”136, as Brenda Murphy 

also observes: “When Austin agrees to help Lee write the screenplay in exchange for Lee’s 
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taking him to the desert, some integration of craft and imagination begins to seem possible, and 

they do manage to work together, despite their drunken, quarrelsome state, and the chaos that 

now surrounds them.”137 This artistic project influences the dynamic of their identities. Austin 

performs Lee’s tendency for bravado and resorts to mad and absurd gestures like stealing almost 

a dozen toasters, considering the performed madness as a ‘ticket’ to the desert, the natural land 

where ‘true’ males find their freedom. On the other hand, Lee takes his brother’s place at the 

typewriter, translating his former rage into a desperate urge to write, hoping that this 

performative act will offer him a place in the world shaped by social conventions: 

Austin: You could let me come with you, Lee!  

Lee: Hey, do you actually think I chose to live out in the middle a’ nowhere? Do ya’? Ya’ think 

it’s some kinda’ philosophical decision I took or somethin’? I’m livin’ out there ‘cause I can’t 

make it here! And yer bitchin’ to me about all yer success!  

Austin: I’d cash it all in a second. That’s the truth.   
 

This portrays again the disrupted state of their consciousness along with their chaotic and 

aimless way of approaching reality. They do possess the power to ‘direct’ their performances, 

but they invest it in a very ephemeral ideal. Lee considers that the script will bring him money 

and stability, whereas Austin dreams about the desert as the place which can liberate him from 

all the constraints from the past (the story of his father) or the present (where he cannot 

succeed).  

 In conclusion, the brother’s struggle to create the script represents the performative act 

meant to recalibrate their identity and restore their lost coherence. The disrupted state of their 

identity is visible especially in their transformation in the second act, when they trade the stories 

they have built in several years for an ideal narrative (re)constructed in a couple of days. Apart 

from that, their new story interferes with the past image of their father, a man who supposedly 

lived in the authentic west. However, the end suggests they have not acknowledged how the 

‘true’ west changed, but they have remained trapped in a vague and illusory image of it: “a 

single coyote heard in distance, lights fade softly into moonlight, the figures of the brothers 

now appear to be caught in a vast desert-like landscape.”138 They have been free to choose who 

they want to be only in the process of performative storytelling.  
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3.4 Conclusion 

Both Buried Child and True West address the way performative storytelling influences the 

dynamics of human identity from the point of view of familial relationships. Buried Child 

reflects on how the past stories shape the present performances of the characters, whereas True 

West exhibits how present encounters can dominate the images about the past and the present 

as well. Through their performances, the characters have access to prefabricated images of 

themselves, but also to the full potential of the stories they build.  

However, the open endings of these plays leave questions as to whether the characters 

managed to convert the power of their stories into meaning and coherence. In the closing scene, 

Vince sits on the sofa, in his grandfather’s place, suggesting he is the one who will lead the 

family, but the journey he performs towards finding his roots culminates with finding his 

position; the audience does not find out whether he assumes it or not. Likewise, Austin and Lee 

have invested all their resources in writing the script, which led them to interchange their 

identities and more importantly, the ending suggests they will attempt to annihilate each other. 

They have performed the journey toward who they are, but in the end it is not clear if they can 

assume their identity.  

The potential of performative storytelling to reevaluate the past is common among other 

writers too. For instance, Suzan-Lori Parks addresses the human identity and experiential 

fragmentation through various narratives of the larger history. Commenting on different 

American myths, the playwright places the individual struggle for meaning and coherence in 

the larger context of a modern reevaluation of identity. 
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Chapter 4 Suzan-Lori Parks 

4.1 Performance and history 

A territory where personal experiences and struggles often intersect with aspects of the larger 

American history, Suzan-Lori Parks’s world is fragmented to the same extent as Mamet or 

Shepard’s, and this has a direct impact on how identity is portrayed. In Mamet’s plays, 

characters chose to perform a prefabricated image about themselves, imposed by media or by 

society’s standards. For Shepard’s hypersensitive individuals the past and the familial 

relationships are the arena for the performative search of their identity. Similarly, Suzan-Lori 

Parks focuses on the past, more exactly on the relation between the historical narratives that 

designed the cultural American background of the end of the twentieth century and African-

American identity.  

As Annette Saddik also notes, in her works published during the 1990s Parks follows a 

tendency established since the 1960s and 1970s, when “the notion of American identity as 

performative was becoming increasingly evident in the work of African-American playwrights, 

who were often presenting race as a series of roles based on cultural expectations rather than as 

an essential and stable core of being.”139 More exactly, the fragmentation African-American 

identity is subject to frequently finds its articulation in the sequences of performative 

storytelling that postmodern theatre employs. In contrast with Mamet and Shepard’s figures 

who deliberately assume constructed images of themselves, Parks’s characters impersonate 

white historical personas to show how dominant American narratives were imposed on them 

and shadowed black historiography, and, consequently, black identity. 

 Sanja Bahun-Radunović also commented on postmodern theater’s potential to 

“compulsively, and frequently traumatically, invoke axial historical events and attendant 

historical gaps, probing the ways in which these re-inscribe identities.”140 An essential 

component of human identity, historical narratives and their impact on African-American 

consciousness are focal points in Parks’ plays and this is what distinguishes them from Mamet 

and Shepard’s. In their plays, the exploration of personal and familial narratives shapes the 

understanding of human existence. The reenactment of historical narratives has the same result 

in Parks’ plays, but they also reveal another important function of storytelling, namely its 
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openness. Especially in postmodernity, storytelling has the potential to avoid closure and 

focuses on revealing events rather than offering a resolution. This is visible especially in the 

repetitions Parks employs in order to show how dominant American narratives have ignored or 

excluded the African-Americans’ perspective, along with their role and the obstacles they have 

faced throughout history.  

Consequently, drama’s performative potential appears bidirectional. Addressing the 

problem of identity from outside in, the dramatic discourse shows how certain powerful 

historical narratives can reflect people’s need to shed light on the national history – and, 

subsequently, the national identity. As Bigsby notes, “[f]or the black American, history had 

been projected in slow motion. The franchise, social freedom, economic independence, 

educational equality were endlessly deferred. Black history was a kind of parallel universe, 

related to white history but out of synch with it.”141 In a predominantly white cultural 

background, the performed historical narratives reveal their lack of African-American voices. 

Thus, from inside out, the reenactment of the founding American myths by African American 

individuals reflects the heterogeneous and dynamic aspects of the American identity, which is 

not always inclusive. As a result, instead of uniting, the national narratives separate individuals 

according to their race.  

Moreover, instead of creating the sense of a coherent national consciousness, they either 

leave out African-American voices or produce altered versions of the black people’s history. 

Ondřej Pílný also reflects on the fact that throughout her career, Parks’ “principal concern has 

been with American history and the erasure of the African-American experience. Central tropes 

in her work are related to remembering and dismembering; they involve the digging up of the 

dead and their resurrection, or alternately the dismantling of cultural and political icons and 

concepts.”142 The fragmentation and the precarious state of the African-Americans’ experiences 

motivate their intention to revisit past events that generated their dysmorphic citizenship.  

 In Suzan-Lori Parks’s plays, the past is explored mainly through performative 

storytelling which makes her dramatic discourses reference points for the discussion about 

narrative’s effects in modern American drama. Parks’ storytelling sequences disrupt the actions 

and the mimetic process, but create micro-performances that enrich the meaning of the plays. 

Saddik noted that human identity’s lack of cohesiveness mirrors the fact that history and human 
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identity are not “fixed and stable, but a series of costumed performances.”143 Therefore, the 

historical narratives could help individuals to reevaluate and understand their position in the 

greater American context which often excludes them based on racial differences.  

Other than that, these narratives and their construction technique challenge the 

perception of established American myths. More exactly, as Ilka Saal writes, Parks has been 

praised several times for her “imaginative use of what she calls ‘Rep&Rev,’ repetition and 

revision, allowing her to submit a dominant and homogeneous white historiography to a 

thorough process of fragmentation and revision, and thereby enabling the emergence of 

provocative counter-narratives.”144 In contrast with this view, Saal argues that the 

deconstruction of the myths is a sign of refraining from rearticulating national counter-

discourses and locates the political force of Parks’ plays in this refusal. But the repetitions could 

also be the result of Parks’ focus on revealing the national narratives and their impact on 

African-Americans rather than interpreting or recreating them. 

There are other voices, for instance Heidi J. Holder who observes that Parks “is usually 

read as an African-American playwright. I suggest that it might also be worthwhile to read her 

works in the context of historical spectacle.”145 Looking at her works from the point of view of 

performative storytelling is meant neither to investigate Parks’ political agenda (where there is 

one), nor to discuss the plays out of their context. For example, the fact that Abraham Lincoln 

is impersonated by an African-American man in two of her plays invites the public to reflect 

on American myths as well as on the situation of African-Americans’ history. But at the same 

time, the process of reconstructing a myth through performance reveals interesting aspects of 

the story itself, as well as how it is related to the white as well as black American identity.  

In short, through the performance the national myths, the characters can reevaluate their 

consciousness and identity. Besides, the audience is invited to see an original way of 

considering history, in which the attentiveness to narration and performativity are in the 

foreground, and that makes history itself seem a performed process. Holder also reflects on the 

importance of the mechanisms used by Parks:  

Parks has taken a subgenre, the history play, strongly associated with the writing, revision, and 

correction of the historical record (certainly the function of much previous work in this area by 

African-American playwrights), and used its elements to create what Harry Elam and Alice 

Rayner have identified as ‘ritualistic, if fragmentary performance.’ Resisting the temptation to 

be drawn towards synthesis and closure, the dramatist startlingly foregrounds basic elements of 
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structure and then displays the process of building and taking apart narrative. In Parks’ history 

plays, the process is the story.146 

 

To some extent, history could be seen as a pretext for reevaluating the boundaries and potential 

of performative storytelling, which in the end reveals the limits of historical representation as 

well. In Rena Fraden’s words, Parks “undoes history to make it work for her. A black man 

named Lincoln dresses up as Lincoln and offers himself up to be shot. Animating history, 

engaging it, she shows how made up it is, how much a performance, though for all that it is, no 

less potent for that.”147 Nevertheless, using her technique of Rep&Rev, Parks manages to 

recreate historical narratives, each time reinvesting them with meaning.    

Representations of the myth of Abraham Lincoln and specifically of his death, The 

America Play and Topdog/Underdog use storytelling processes in order to reflect upon the 

African-American’s fragmented identity and consciousness. The reenactment of the president’s 

assassination in which a black man performs Lincoln’s role serves Parks to comment on the 

state of erasure of the African-American experience. In Ondřej Pílný’s words, “Parks uses this 

mischievous synecdoche to indicate that there is something fundamentally amiss with the grand 

narrative of American history.”148  

The repetitive and, to some extent, ritualistic digging in the ground in the first play, in 

the search of the Foundling Father and the frenetic urge of the two brothers for the card play 

are only two of these texts’ conflicts. To some extent, the images portrayed are part of the 

postmodern landscape that Shepard and Mamet’s plays are also part of. The theme of digging 

the past out of the ground in the search of one’s identity reminds of Shepard’s characters in 

Buried Child, whereas the motifs of the card game and the artifices the characters employ in 

order to impress are common to Mamet’s worlds of impostors in American Buffalo and Sexual 

Perversity in Chicago.  

However, the African-American vernacular language and these themes and motifs 

create a spectacle out of the historic subject. Philip C. Kolin also comments on this aspect: “No 

less than her dramaturgy, Parks’ language is performance, a spectacle for the eye as well as the 

ear. It incorporates the elements of a show – myth, fantasy, history, pageant, theatre – from 
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which she creates her scripts.”149 This spectacle provokes and unlocks the storytelling 

sequences, since the Foundling Father’s boy finds narrative one of the most articulate ways of 

searching and recognizing the truth about his father. Likewise, the two brothers resort to 

storytelling in the attempt to find a sense of meaning and cohesion in their precarious and 

chaotic present with the use of certain childhood memories.  

 This is meant to prove that in Parks’ plays, history seen as performance and storytelling 

as the thread that unites history’s fragments (whether they are familial or national narratives) 

works beyond and along with possible political agendas. Steven Drukman asserts that Parks’ 

drama “is both about and NOT about the ‘black experience’; it is concerned with the stories her 

figures tell to inhabit their experience as they speak their way into history. In the telling, 

identities (including, but not limited to, racial) are performed, reinhabited, reimprinted.”150 It 

might happen that Parks’ ambivalent discourse mirrors the historical paradoxes which marked 

the history of African-American people. In an interview with Joshua Wolf Shenk, Parks reflects 

on this idea: “Can Lincoln be the Great Emancipator and a white supremacist? Hmmm. Yes. 

Both, both. I think both.”151 In any case, she does not refrain from asserting the importance of 

reevaluating the established national narratives: “It's like Lincoln created an opening with that 

hole in his head. We've all passed through it into now, you know, like the eye of a needle. 

Everything that happens, from 1865 to today, has to pass through that wound.”152 

 By reevaluating the narratives about Lincoln, the dominant view of the Great 

Emancipator being killed by a southern rebel meets the image of the white supremacist. As a 

result, his legacy for the African-Americans consists of both acknowledging and suppressing 

their history. Parks transforms this ambivalence into an exercise in becoming aware; both the 

actors and the audience are invited to reevaluate their consciousness, be it personal or national. 

Pílný also mentions that “Parks is interested in more than the exposure of and confrontation 

with the past. In the context of the African-American experience, the past must be re-performed, 

mourned, and laid to rest.”153 

Written between 1990 and 1993, The America Play had its premiere at Yale Repertory 

Theatre at the beginning of 1994 and represented Parks’s first production at the Public Theatre. 
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An anti-realistic play, it restages the assassination of Abraham Lincoln making use of allegory 

and repetition to show how the experience of being African-American in America shapes black 

people’s identity. The role of the assassinated president is played by an African-American 

gravedigger, in order to suggest the lack of a coherent and stable African-American history. 

However, the play opens with the author’s indication about the space: “A great hole. In the 

middle of nowhere. The hole is an exact replica of the Great Hole of History.”154 The place 

where the myth is reenacted speaks about its vulnerable and fragmented condition. Furthermore, 

the play ends with Brazil (the gravedigger’s wife) presenting the ‘Wonders’ she has discovered 

inside the hole, the last one being “one of thuh greats Hisself! Note: thuh body sitting propped 

upright in our great Hole. Note the large mouth opened wide.” This closing image suggests that 

the urge to (re)tell the story is propagated further and further across time and space and that 

performative storytelling might be one of the ways of keeping a myth alive.  

A more realistic dramatic discourse, Topdog/Underdog which premiered in 2001 off-

Broadway in New York is the second ‘Lincoln play’ written by Parks. It was very well received 

by the audience as well as the critics, which resulted in the winning of the Pulitzer Prize for 

Drama in 2002, along with other important awards and nominations. The story of two African-

American brothers whose names – Lincoln and Booth – were given by their father as a joke, 

the play reenacts the president’s assassination through Lincoln’s performances. The importance 

of reformulating a racial historical discourse which was ignored mingles with a commentary 

upon people’s attitude towards history. More exactly, a black man impersonating a white 

president daily faces his audience’s demand for a commodified version of the Lincoln myth.  

The desolate state of the reenacted story marks not only the image of the historical event, 

but also the brothers’ relation, which culminates with a tragic ending. What is specifically 

important is that all their attempts to establish a sense of meaning and cohesion are constructed 

through performative storytelling, starting with their card game formulas, going through their 

childhood memories and culminating with their game of domination over one another. When 

their life consists in what Lincoln calls “cheap hustle”155, the process of storytelling helps them 

to carry on from day to day. Therefore Parks’ characters, especially Lincoln in 

Topdog/Underdog and the Foundling Father in the America Play live as long as they perform.  
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4.2 Performance and myth 

Opening a new phase in Suzan-Lori Parks’s career, in which her plays begin to be produced at 

the Public Theatre, The America Play presents the journey of the Foundling Father, an African-

American gravedigger apparently mesmerized by the figure of Abraham Lincoln. The 

allegorical tone and names announce from the very beginning that the gravedigger’s poor 

existence in a society which ignores his past mirrors his search for truth and identity in history. 

Manifesting his ‘devotion’ towards impersonating Abraham Lincoln for the price of a penny, 

he collected numerous beards which were “as authentic as he was, so to speak.”156 President 

Lincoln’s mythological dimension is captured in being referred to as the Great Man, while the 

Lesser Known gravedigger who performs his death remains only a Foundling Father. His name 

suggests that rather than being a dominant figure, he is an ‘abandoned child’, namely a man 

without history. As Pílný observes, his performative search in the past is a necessary condition 

upon trying to recalibrate his condition and identity:  

Emancipation in The America Play is conditional upon successfully coming to terms with the 

inheritance of the past, and Parks characteristically explores the issue both at the collective and 

at the family level. These levels are inextricably linked, as the Foundling Father, an African 

American orphaned by history, attempts to dig up his heritage by impersonating Lincoln, and is 

in turn being dug up from the past by his son.157  

 

The different layers of history that are excavated from the ground remind of Shepard’s 

characters who apparently pass from one generation to another the necessity to revisit the 

familial past. In Buried Child, while Tilden searches in the backyard for his buried son, Vince 

performs the journey back to his roots, namely to assume his grandfather’s place.  

However, by continuously performing the story of Lincoln’s assassination, The 

Foundling Father points towards the performative and spectacular aspect of history. As Annette 

Saddik also notes: “History in The America Play is seen as something that is simultaneously 

excavated and performed, ultimately malleable and incomplete, as the characters work on 

(re)imagining our founding myths.”158 Following the Great Man’s footsteps, in the end the 

Lesser Known “forgets who he is and just crumples,”159 hence the reenactment of the myth 

brings him to dissolution. Therefore history, depicted as a Great Hole is inherently unstable and 
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dispersed, and digging it out of the ground deconstructs his identity as an African-American 

instead of recalibrating it. 

 This relation between history and identity is represented mainly through performative 

storytelling, since for this play it is one of the most efficient devices for staging historical events 

and performing the self. When the mimetic process is interrupted, the narratives are meant to 

shed light upon the spectacular and illusory aspects of certain historical events – or, rather, the 

spectacular aspects people tend to invest those events with. The spectacular historical images 

are only a surface meant to hide history’s ‘holes’, namely how history left empty African-

Americans stage. The dynamics between (re)telling and reception reveals recognizable 

stereotypes and history appears sometimes as a commodity whose spectators (or consumers) do 

not like “their Lincoln hatless.”160 Moreover, when history is ‘disguised’, the performance 

reveals not only its mechanisms and its relation with the audience, but it also builds a stage on 

which identity and consciousness are reevaluated, as Philip Kolin points out: 

Parks keeps emphasizing that history is representation/show and that the costumes/props used 

to project an image have a crucial role in identity formation. Ironically, Lincoln’s ‘costume’ 

both hides and identifies at the same time. Thus Parks travesties the exclusivity and legitimacy 

of an icon of white history. Through her entertainment(s), then, she asks searing questions about 

where identity resides for the black man caught in the pernicious ‘Great hole’ of that history. 

The stage for Parks is both the emptiness (blackness) of space in history as well as a new and 

(re)claimed acting area for African Americans. Her theatre deploys space to re-enter and re-

figure white sacred ground.161 

  

It is suggested from the very beginning of the play that the Lesser Known inhabits a white 

‘sacred ground’, since he performs a story about performing another story. He is at the same 

time the narrator (using the third person singular) and the performer of his own story. His tone 

establishes his performance’s roots in the mythological history: “There was once a man who 

was told that he bore a strong resemblance to Abraham Lincoln. He was tall and thinly built 

just like the Great Man.”162 However, the opening shows attentiveness to narration’s potential, 

since every element on the stage reflects its own construction: the Foundling Father does not 

directly impersonate Abraham Lincoln, but he presents himself as a man who performs him. 

Besides, he “was told” he resembles the American president, so he dresses up for the 

performance motivated by hearsay and by a “virtual twinship”163 people around him kept 

mentioning. He does not inhabit the ‘great hole’, but an “exact replica of the Great Hole of 
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History,”164 so the play within a play technique determines the limit towards which the Lesser 

Known can approach and perform Lincoln’s authentic image.  

 Apart from that, the entire play represents a multi-layered metatheatrical commentary 

(The Lesser Known reenacts Lincoln’s assassination which took place during a play, as well as 

small fragments from the staged comedy the president was watching) on the way performance 

functions on different levels of human identity and consciousness. In Pílný’s words, Parks’ 

“complex use of metatheatricality does not really produce any sense of disorientation: its 

ultimate aim is to demonstrate that reality past and present is a product of performance.”165 

 Likewise, when African-Americans are ignored by history, their identity becomes a 

performance. The Lesser Known’s life is shaped upon the narrative of his apparent resemblance 

with Abraham Lincoln, to which he adds a poor costume and a collection of fake beards he can 

use when trying to impersonate the Great Man. He is as far from an authentic act of 

impersonating Lincoln as the audience who throws vegetables at him while uttering the Great 

Man’s words. He practically lives in the shadow of his desire and struggle to approach Lincoln’s 

image and to impersonate him, since he “had under his belt a few of the Great Mans words and 

after a day of digging, in the evenings, would stand in his hole reciting.”166 Still attached to his 

humble condition of a gravedigger, he draws on the narrative which apparently has the potential 

to improve his condition: “Living regretting he hadnt arrived sooner. Being told from birth 

practically that he and the Great Man were dead ringers, more or less, and knowing that he, if 

he had been in the slightest vicinity back then, would have had at least a chance at the great 

honor of digging the Great Mans grave.”167 Paradoxically, he can hardly touch and perform the 

mythical story, but the story, as if it were an immaterial force, influences his life decisively: 

“The Hole and its Historicity and the part he played in it all gave a shape to the life and posterity 

of the Lesser Known that he could never shake”168 

 In the light of his first attempts to impersonate Lincoln, the Lesser Known’s identity 

seems very inconsistent. He does not even have a real name, but he is assigned two allegorical 

names, a generic description of his status (the Lesser Known) and his name as a performer (the 

Foundling Father). When he abandons his family in order to follow his call he is again motivated 

by the spectatorship’s reactions and desires: “And when someone remarked that he played 

Lincoln so well that he ought to be shot, it was as if the Great Mans footsteps had been suddenly 
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revealed.”169 From this point on, he resumes his performance to the reenactment of Lincoln’s 

assassination by a person from the audience:  

The Lesser Known returned to his hole and, instead of speeching, his act would now consist of 

a single chair, a rocker, in a dark box. The public was invited to play a penny, choose from the 

selection of provided pistols, enter the darkened box and ‘Shoot Mr. Lincoln.’ The Lesser 

Known became famous overnight. Most of them do that, thuh ‘Thus to the tyrants’ – what they 

say the killer said. The killer was also heard to say ‘The South is avenged!’ Sometimes they yell 

that.  

 

Thus, it is in the performative act that history can meet its impersonators and myths can meet 

their altered forms, as Andrea Goto has pointed out: “While the Lincoln myth, like any myth, 

remains problematic in the way such constructions tend to distort truth, The America Play 

focuses more on possibilities than on oppression.”170 Among the possibilities the performance 

of Lincoln’s assassination opens, it is the reevaluation of the spectators and performers’ identity 

and consciousness.  

 The spectators are the ones who come in the Lesser Known’s box to ‘shoot Lincoln’ 

uttering either Booth’s words or the phrases other personalities used by the time of the 

American Civil War. Their possibility of entertainment grows to such an extent that a newly 

married couple asks to enter together and they perform a very theatrical shooting. Their attitude 

reveals the place certain parts of history occupies in their consciousness. A historical turning 

point like the president’s death is taken out of its context and commodified as a petty 

amusement. Ilka Saal also reflected on that:  

The truth of what happened at Ford’s Theatre remains beside the point. What matters are solely 

the fantasies and anxieties the faux assassins project into their imitations. In the Great Hole of 

History, the mimetic process itself is mimicked. Yet, such mimicry is very much an enabling 

device, allowing characters to express and invent themselves, most notably a protagonist called 

the Lesser Known.171 

 

In all his storytelling sequences, the Lesser Known expresses his desire to walk in the Great 

Man’s footsteps and to “make a great impression as he understood Mr. Lincoln to have 

made.”172 In addition to that, the end of the first act in which he thinks about what beard should 

wear at the next representation suggests the endless repetition of his performances. All these 

show the Lesser Known caught up in his desire to resemble the Great Man without attempting 

to (re)create his own story: 
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The Great Man lived in the past that it was an inhabitant of time immemorial and the Lesser Known 

out West alive a resident of the present. And the Great Mans deeds had transpired during the life of 

the Great Man somewhere in past-land that is somewhere ‘back there’ and all this while the Lesser 

Known digging his holes bearing the burden of his resemblance all the while trying somehow to 

equal the Great Man in stature, word and deed going forward with his lesser life trying somehow to 

follow in the Great Mans footsteps footsteps that were of course behind him. The Lesser known 

trying somehow to catch up with the Great Man all this while and maybe running in the wrong 

direction.173  

 

Consequently, he accessed the potential of his performances only in order to attain the idealized 

image of Lincoln. Performatively following his footsteps remains a process of imitation rather 

than becoming or discovering (his identity). He keeps repeating in the end of the play that all 

he is left with after all the performances is “only a little ringing in the ears. That’s all. Slight 

deafness.”174 In the absence of a feeling of accomplishment, he would have liked to make an 

‘impression’, therefore a name, an inheritance.  

 The second act consists in a repetitive plot performed by Lucy, the Foundling Father’s 

wife and their son Brazil. This second part is concerned especially with what kind of inheritance 

the Foundling Father leaves after death. Not as dense as the first act in actual instances of 

storytelling, the second one resembles the performance of a ritual. The mother keeps repeating 

to his son to keep digging in the ground in order to search for his father’s earthly remains and 

for his ‘echo’. Her repeated formulas along with her expectations to find ‘Wonders’ in the 

ground, not only her husband’s traces, enhance the atmosphere of ritual: “Dig on, son. Cant 

stop digging till you dig up something. You dig that something up you brush that something off 

you give that something uh designated place. Along with thuh other discoveries. In thuh Hall 

of Wonders.”175 Moreover, Lucy’s formulas are intertwined with micro-narratives about her 

husband’s fate, which introduces her as the main storyteller in the second act: 

Your Father was uh faker. Huh. One of thuh best. There wuduhnt nobody your Fathuh couldn’t 

do. Did thuh living and thuh dead. Small-town and big-time. Made-up and historical. Fakin was 

your Daddys callin but diggin was his livelihood. Oh, back East he was always diggin. Was uh 

natural. Could dig uh hole for uh body that passed like no one else. Digged em quick and they 

look good too. You dont remember of course you dont.176  

 

To some extent, she tries to finish the act of performance her husband could not accomplish, 

the act of becoming (a significant person) and leaving a heritage behind. As she mentions, he 

died alone and without a proper burial, which brought embarrassment upon the family. Through 

performative storytelling she engages into the (re)construction of his identity. For instance, 
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nowhere in the first act is it mentioned that the Foundling Father impersonated other 

personalities too, as she points out. Apparently, he not performed the ‘Lincoln act’, but other 

acts too. Through her narratives, she surrounds his name with the sense of spectacle and 

fascination, in the same way in which his bones are supposed to be surrounded with wonder, as 

Brazil mentions while digging: “Thereud be his bones and thereud be thuh Wonders 

surrounding his bones.” 

 As a result, unlike the Foundling Father, Lucy tries to access the storytelling’s potential 

in order to recalibrate his husband’s identity. This is visible also in the closing scene, where the 

Foundling Father returns from the dead to say his last few words and to be put in a coffin, which 

signifies he receives the proper burial he should have had when he died. His son Brazil assures 

him that he is prepared to perform the scene of his burial: “Mmgonna gnash for you. You know: 

teeth in thuh dirt, hands like this, then jump up rip my clothes up, you know, you know go all 

out.”177 In addition to that, when the Foundling Father asks for their last words or wishes before 

he sits in his coffin, Lucy asks him to perform Lincoln one more time. Also, he is supposed to 

go and sit in his coffin, he is not placed inside it; therefore, he needs to perform his death, to 

show that he dies rather than actually assume the situation. All these stage directions and 

attitudes are manifestations of the idea that the process of performative storytelling bears the 

power to recreate one’s identity and the memory, and because of that even the events and the 

names in history remain alive particularly in the act of performance. In a more realistic setting, 

these ideas are further explored in Topdog/Underdog.  

 

4.3 Performance and personal memory 

The Pulitzer-Prize winner Topdog/Underdog is the second play written by Parks which reenacts 

the Lincoln myth, this time in a different framework. The symbolic setting in the American Play 

is replaced by the two brothers’ small and desolate living space, whereas the actual performance 

of the president’s assassination takes place in an arcade (probably near a crowded town square). 

Questions about history and identity remain open, as well as the role of the audience in the 

commodification of a mythical figure or event. However, Lincoln (the older brother) and 

Booth’s relationship is specifically important and as a result the reenactment of the historical 

event meets their personal lives and memories in the act of performance. Kolin also observes 

that:  
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As in The America Play, Lincoln’s arcade impersonation of the president depends on costume, 

fake beards, whiteface, and customers who fantasize that they are in Ford’s Theatre in April of 

1865. Yet through this show Parks daringly revises white history as she did in The America 

Play, but adds another level of acting/representation, the fatal card game (gamble) with 

Lincoln’s brother Booth.178  

 

Nonetheless, in neither of the Lincoln plays the revision of history is an objective in itself. Both 

dramatic discourses construct the image of an African-American man who impersonates 

president Lincoln’s assassination in order to comment on the American history’s tendency to 

disregard the voice and the presence of African-Americans. Along with a history which ignores 

them, having a direct impact on their national and personal identity, social inequalities also 

come. Therefore, neither the Foundling Father (the ‘abandoned child’ of history), nor the 

abandoned brothers who are fighting for supremacy over one another are able to surpass their 

social and economic condition. When Lincoln, the topdog, decides to give up the hustle card 

game and finds a job where he is not in the position to deceive people, he gets paid less because 

he is a black person. In other words, these plays comment on the African-Americans attempts 

to overcome obstacles in condition they are not fully responsible for.  

Exactly as in The America Play, in Topdog/Underdog the characters’ names predestine 

their path, hence the tragic ending when Booth shoots his brother. Nevertheless, their 

performative acts, whether it is the card game, the impersonation of Abraham Lincoln or a 

constructed image about themselves (especially in Booth’s case) reveal much more about their 

identity and consciousness. The focus on storytelling and performance in this play confirms one 

more time that in the performative act personal experience as well as historical events can be 

reevaluated and reconstructed. This plays a decisive role in the rediscovery of the personal or 

national identity.  

Performative storytelling has a very important role as a device, which is visible from 

the very beginning. As Jason Bush mentions, “the title of Topdog/Underdog already contains a 

spatial and hierarchical metaphor which implies role-playing as a form of struggle for 

dominance.”179 Lincoln, the older brother, is not only the one who provides the material 

resources in their ‘home’ through the act of impersonating president Lincoln, but he is also the 

most skilled of the two in  the game of cards. Booth’s skills are resumed to its capacities as a 

thief and he tries hard to substitute for his lack of talent with bravado and with the mask of a 
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man who can dominate women as much as he likes. Besides, as Pílný mentions, the tense 

relationship between the two brothers inscribes their story in a line of “literary precedents that 

begins with the stories of Cain and Abel and Jacob and Esau, and, in terms of canonical 

American drama, culminates in Sam Shepard’s True West.”180 In consequence, their 

deteriorated apartment (the only place they can afford, since only Lincoln has an income) 

represents the platform where they rehearse and perform their roles.  

Lincoln appears every day wearing his costume and thinks about how to improve his 

performance at the arcade, since he is about to be fired. When he is not outside, in the streets, 

stealing something, Booth fantasies all day long, trying to become as good as his brother was 

when he used to play 3-Card Monte; he tries to hide his failures and disappointments 

constructing stories about having sexual encounters with Grace, a woman who rejected him and 

now apparently keeps coming back.  

On account of that, it is clear that the limited and isolated place within which they live 

and perform represents a reflection of their disrupted identities and their lack of social bounds. 

They are not much more than their performances and most of the time they only have one 

another as spectators. The more they try to exceed their situation, the less they succeed and the 

lonelier they become. Jason Bush also notes that: “Lacking any familial or community bonds 

except for themselves as well as the monetary and social capital to pursue any semblance of 

upward mobility, both brothers have invested themselves in highly symbolic and ritualistic 

performances of overly-endowed masculinity.”181 In the absence of a more coherent life they 

only have several ‘arenas’ where they can exhibit and reevaluate their identities through 

performative storytelling, namely the card game, the childhood memories they share, as well as 

different masks behind which they try to hide their vulnerabilities.  

The play opens with Booth’s frenetic performance of the 3-Card Monte game, his 

awkward movements and repetitions suggesting his obsession with becoming a better 

performer: “You-pick-that-card-you-pick-a-winner. You-pick-thuh-dark-deuce-thats-a-loser-

other-dark-deuces-thuh-other-loser, red-deuce, thuh-deuce-of-heartsll-win-it-all. Follow thuh 

red card.”182 Besides, lacking an audience, he is fully absorbed by his own imagination, 

immersed in a staged image about himself: “What? Cops looking my way? Fold up thuh game, 

and walk away. Sneak outa sight. Set up on another corner”183 The very dynamic, rollercoaster-
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like flow of words, resembling a magic formula, and the author’s indication that “his moves 

and accompanying patter are, for the most part, studied and awkward”184 signals that he invests 

all his being in that performance. Despite that, only his efforts and his constructions are visible 

and not any touch of talent or creativity. This motivates his role as the ‘underdog’, but not only. 

His efforts create a tension which is about to be materialized in the violent gesture of shooting 

his brother in the end. 

 Here at the beginning of the play the ending is foreshadowed by the intention to shoot 

Lincoln, when his brother appears behind him and he feels threatened: “Booth, sensing someone 

behind him, whirls around, pulling a gun from his pants. While the presence of Lincoln doesnt 

surprise him, the Lincoln costume does.”185 The opening not only prefigures the end, it also 

mirrors the conflict between the brothers, which most of the times appears as a game of 

dominance.  

In the first place, they ‘invade’ each other’s space with their performative acts. Booth 

oscillates between being abashed and incited by Lincoln’s presence when he performs his card 

game, while Lincoln tries to ignore him, until he cannot refrain from commenting on his 

brother’s performance: “You wanna hustle 3-card monte, you gotta do it right, you gotta break 

it down. Practice it in smaller bits. Yr trying to do the whole thing at once thats why you keep 

fucking it up”. At the same time, when Lincoln returns home after his job of impersonating 

president Lincoln, he still wears the costume and the face paint, which makes Booth very 

uncomfortable: “I don’t like you wearing that bullshit, that shit that bull that disguise that getup 

that motherfuckinguise anywhere in the vicinity of my humble abode.”186 Lincoln tries to restore 

the equilibrium through another narrative:  

Really I only had a minute to make my bus and I was sitting in the arcade thinking, should I 

change into my street clothes or should I make the bus? Nobody was in there today anyway. So 

Im riding the bus home. And this kid asked me for my autograph. Theyd just done Lincoln in 

history class and he knew all about him, he’d been to the arcade but, I dunno, for some reason 

he was tripping cause there was Honest Abe rightbeside him on the bus.  So I waited until I 

could tell he really wanted it, the autograph, and I told him he could have it for 10 bucks. I was 

gonna say 5, cause of the Lincoln connection but something in me made me ask for 10.  

 

Using this narrative as an answer to Booth’s performance and attitude, Lincoln tries to regain 

the control upon the situation. He transforms the story of an encounter into an occasion to 

reaffirm his abilities to gain money, being aware that this subject is Booth’s weak spot. In order 

to be sure he dominates the situation, Lincoln ends his story confessing he spent that child’s 
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money buying drinks for his acquaintances, obviously, without inviting his brother. At this 

point, he is the one who possesses the abilities to make money and to maintain social 

connections, while his brother performs alone at home, obsessed with his insecurities.  

 As the conflict amounts, they turn towards narratives about their past, as it is a common 

territory they have shared and can use now for rediscovering their potential and their identity:  

Booth: You know what Mom told me when she was packing to leave? You was at school 

motherfucker you was at school. I had the sense to go back because I was feeling something 

going on man, I was feeling something changing. So I- 

Lincoln: Cut school that day like you did almost every day –  

Booth: She was putting her stuff in bags. Packing up her shit. She told me to look out for you. I 

told her I was the little brother and the big brother should look out after the little brother. So 

who gonna look out for me. Not like you care.  

  

The story about them being abandoned by their parents gets repeated several times throughout 

the play, the brothers locating in it the roots of their current solitude and poverty. At this 

moment, however, Booth uses this narrative in order to persuade his brother to train him in the 

game of cards, suggesting that Lincoln has never assumed the responsibility to look after his 

little brother. In Bush’s words, Booth attempts to “both coax his brother to become a mentor to 

his hustling aspirations and emasculate Lincoln’s present status as a denigrated lowly member 

of the establishment.”187 

 Although they both use different narratives and performances in order to dominate the 

situation, the way they manipulate the stories defines their identities more than the actual 

information they contain.  A very volatile character, Booth moves quickly from one 

performance to another in order to hide his vulnerabilities. After he goes through the card game 

and the familial history, he tries to impose the image of a powerful man by narrating his 

fantasies with Grace, who supposedly meets him after she has refused to in the past: 

Booth: Grace. Grace. Grace. Grace. She wants me back. She wants me back so bad she wiped 

her hand over the past where we wasnt together just so she could say we aint never been apart. 

Lincoln: Whered you take her? 

Booth: We was over at her place. I brought thuh food.  

Lincoln: She let you do it? 

Booth: Course she let me do it.  

Lincoln: She let you do it without a rubber? 

Booth: Yeah.  

Lincoln: Bullshit.188    
 

In the stories he tries to perform in front of his brother, Grace apparently ‘obeys’ him and 

satisfies all his desires. To some extent, Booth’s bravado resembles Bernie’s in Mamet’s play, 
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Sexual Perversity in Chicago. Both of them tend to construct stories about sexual adventures 

that are not likely to have happened. The false images and female figures they imagine are 

meant to fill their inner voids and to hide their vulnerabilities. They way Booth tries to push the 

limits of credibility indicates that his brother’s plots are only illusions. Besides, he uses Lincoln 

not only as an audience meant to confirm his fierce masculinity (simply by listening), but he 

also relies on his questions in order to construct the story: “She said next time Ima have to use 

a rubber. She let me have my way this time but she said that next time I’d have to put my boots 

on.”189 His performance ends with Lincoln trying to put a mirror in front of him, to demonstrate 

the illusory character of his stories by pointing to the pornographic materials Booth hides under 

his bed. This proves that he is able to redefine his identity only by ‘showing’ who he wants to 

be, but without truly assuming that role. For Booth, performative storytelling means exhibiting 

and constructing a mask.  

 Unlike his brother, Lincoln undergoes a process of (re)discovery and redefining his 

identity, even if this means going back to the game of cards. He declares that he is searching 

for a ‘good job’, but in the end of the play he is again the greatest 3-Card player in the 

neighborhood. Consequently, he is engaged in a game of dominance not only with his brother 

(whom he dominates anyway most of the times), but with his past self as well. These changes 

are captured by the sequences of performative storytelling, which he uses to find order and 

coherence in his experiences:  

I was throwing cards like throwing cards was made for me. I was the best anyone ever seen. 

Coast to coast. Everybody said so. Then you woke up one day and you I have the taste for it no 

more. Like something in you knew it was time to quit. But hells no. So I went out there and 

threw one more time. What thuh fuck. And Lonny died. Got yourself a good job. I I gotta spend 

my whole life hustling. Theres more to Link than that.    

 

To some extent, both brothers are captured by the desire to redefine themselves and have a 

better life, but they are also fascinated with different types of narratives which constantly draw 

them back. When his attempt to equal him in card playing fails, Booth feels the urge to 

annihilate his brother (firstly he asks him to find another place to live, then he kills him). 

Hypnotized with his brother’s past success, he tries to perform that image. On the other hand, 

Lincoln’s success is shadowed by his friend’s death about which he never speaks in detail. 

However, when he loses his job as Abraham Lincoln’s impersonator, he goes back to the card 

game, winning again. Fascinated with and haunted by his past stories, he apparently embraces 

them instead of assuming a new role in the present.  
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 Nevertheless, in Lincoln’s struggling to rewrite his narratives and perform a new role 

(to be a better person), his deteriorated present status meets his past in the same way in which 

a depreciated version of Lincoln’s myth meets its past reputation. This dynamic is, partly, the 

result of the audience’s attitude. When Booth offers him suggestions about how he should 

impersonate the president, Lincoln confesses that the customers come in and pay for a 

prefabricated version of the assassination: “They I want it looking too real. I’d scare the 

customers. People are funny about their Lincoln shit. It’s historical. People like they historical 

shit in a certain way. They like it to unfold the way they folded it up. Neatly like a book. Not 

raggedy and bloody and screaming.”190 People manifest their need to revisit historical events 

and figures, particularly the ones that played an important role in defining the national identity. 

Their interest is visible in the way “they all get so into it.”191 Notably what they search for is a 

commodified version of Lincoln’s myth, a comfortable way of looking at history, offered in a 

good-looking package. Without being aware of the myth’s influence on the African-American 

community, they search for a version of it in which they can utter a well-known phrase, namely 

a version that meets their expectations, without having to dig deeper into history’s layers. They 

prefer the spectacular side of the story behind which racial inequalities are hidden. 

 All in all, the two brothers who got their names as a joke made by their father perform 

a search for their identity during which the joke represents at the same time predestination. This 

ambivalence can be traced on a general level as well. The challenges they face are the inevitable 

outcome of being abandoned as teenagers, but their fates can be interpreted as a metaphor as 

well: history ‘abandoned’ or shadowed sections about African-American identity. This had a 

major impact not only on how African-Americans struggle to recover their personal identity, 

but also on their possibilities to adapt to a society which often overlooked their position and 

their needs. In Pilny’s words, [t]he dead Lincoln held by Booth is at one and the same time his 

dead brother and a life-size puppet of Honest Abe, a strikingly grotesque image that serves as 

a principal means of Parks’s indictment of the wrongs of American society.”192 Thus, the 

attentiveness to narration shows performative storytelling as one of the mechanisms that bear 

the potential to reevaluate the stories that form the national and the personal identity.  
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4.4 Conclusion 

Both The America Play and Topdog/Underdog use performative storytelling for opening the 

discussion about history and identity. Since these plays protagonists’ earn their living through 

recreating the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, the stage becomes the intersection point of 

personal and national history. This interpenetration reveals their disrupted identity as a result 

of being ignored by the history on account of racial differences. The ambiguities surrounding 

the Lincoln myth (he is seen both as a Liberator from slavery and as a white supremacists) 

reveal how African-Americans’ perspective has been shadowed or even completely erased by 

the dominant American narrative. Last but not least, the audiences prefer a commodified and a 

‘neat’ version of the myth, in which they can perform a certain line (which, for them, contains 

the entire meaning of the event); their attitude shows their lack of interest and awareness about 

the intricacies of history that led to the inequalities in the American society. Parks openly 

comments on that in one of her interviews: “There’s a relationship with the past, an important 

one. But I think to focus on that relationship and de-emphasize the relationship of the person 

right in the room with you is the great mistake of American culture and the mistake of history. 

We have to deal with what’s happening right now.”193 In other words, reenacting America’s 

myths represents an exercise in becoming aware of the past and especially of the present, since 

the racial differences still play a decisive role in perpetuating inequalities.  

 The characters’ names – the allegorical names in The America Play and the joke of an 

alcoholic father who decided to name his two boys Lincoln and Booth – along with the 

enthusiast way these individuals navigate through their performances demonstrate the 

spectacular aspect of history, as well as their lives’ lack of cohesion.  

 The Foundling Father, who in the moment of his death appears to be as ‘abandoned’ in 

the Great Hole of History as the two brothers in Topdog/Underdog were in their adolescence, 

uses a very well-kept collection of beards and a hat to impersonate president Lincoln. Despite 

his poor social status as a gravedigger, he manages to respond to the audience’s desires. 

Likewise, Lincoln, in the realistic setting of a poorly kept apartment prepares for his 

performances in front of a public who asks for a ‘clean’ act which they enjoy to be part of.  

 Their masquerade is meant to suggest that people very easily trade historical truth for 

its commodified version, specifically when that version is easily accessible (in a theme park or 

an arcade) and is even a source of entertainment. Secondly, their show speaks for the actors as 
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well. Getting paid less than if they were white, the African-American performers choose to 

reenact the assassination of a white American president, as a sign that history ‘abandoned’ 

aspects of the African-American past tales.   

 In conclusion, performative storytelling remains the process used in order to reenact 

historical events, to highlight their dominant status and to reveal how they can become 

commodified. Ultimately, through the repetition of these performances, historical events remain 

vibrant in the public consciousness, as a reminder of the need to constantly reevaluate the 

personal and the national identity, in order to become aware of and understand the problems of 

the African-American community. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

All six plays discussed underline, in their respective way, the impact of performative 

storytelling on the dramatic process, as well as the narrative’s potential to reevaluate the relation 

between reality and human consciousness.  Performativity’s power consists in disrupting the 

mimetic process and providing, at the same time, new perspectives and possibilities of 

interpretation that might not be accessible through pure action. Also, narrative represents a 

device that characters very often use in order to shed light upon their altered identities. Whether 

they rely on media-imposed versions of themselves (in David Mamet’s plays), on their familial 

past (in Shepard’s plays) or on larger portions of the American history (in Suzan-Lori Parks’ 

plays), the characters share a common goal, that of recalibrating their identities through 

rediscovering the main narratives that constructed them. Considered together, their stories form 

a possible map of the American consciousness in the last decades of the twentieth century.  

 In short, Mamet’s plays are important concerning the manner in which the American 

self is portrayed; Shepard’s characters are determined to search for their identity in their familial 

past and relationships, whereas Parks’ figures show how American history can influence 

African-American identity. All these tendencies speak for a common national consciousness 

whose agents struggle to find the difference between truth and illusion in a very dynamic and 

problematic socio-political landscape. Most of the individuals choose to embrace a 

prefabricated idealized version of what their existence could become; or, in Lauren Berlant’s 

words, what people, influenced by the commonly accepted ideals and ideas consider to be “the 

good life.”194 The narratives of success, happiness and the commodified versions of historical 

events dominate the social American context not only in the postwar era. They are perpetuated 

until contemporary times, very often in the form of the “cruel optimism”195 that impedes people 

from having a real and coherent understanding of their lives.  

 In Mamet’s world, capitalist games of domination produce artificial standards that 

people feel constrained to assume. Authentic relationships are often doomed to failure because 

of people’s relentless efforts to meet social expectations. Anne Dean also comments on that: 

“Although women are without question the most offensively exploited of the sexes, men do not 
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escape the pressures of the media. They, too, must manufacture a false image and endeavor to 

live up to it in order to attract the equally false objects of their desire.”196  

In Sexual Perversity in Chicago men hide the vulnerability of not being able to establish 

a real connection with women behind a mask of bravado. Women also fail to recognize 

something more profound in men’s attitude besides their erotic intentions; their fear of being 

considered sexual objects dictates the way they approach relationships. Therefore, men and 

women get involved in the vicious circle of superficial relationships that becomes a stage on 

which they perform constructed images of themselves. Unfortunately, the narratives they build 

do not serve them to establish order and coherence in their existence.  

On the other hand, in Oleanna the characters construct well-defined plots about their 

lives and try to impose them on the others, which obstructs the perception upon their existence 

and alters the understanding of their own self. The failure to accomplish in real life their illusory 

performed stories mirrors the failure of communication and human understanding. As it 

happens in Sexual Perversity in Chicago, the teacher in Oleanna performs the narrative of a 

well-established man and he can hardly perceive his student real needs; Carol creates her own 

version of their interactions in order to prove her point and hide her weaknesses.  

In this inauthentic world, formulating stories and performing them remains one of the 

last resorts that can generate meaning. It depends only on how the characters use this device. 

However, Mamet uses their continuous struggle in order to create a reality which speaks about 

social problems. Performative storytelling exposes not only individuals’ internal conflicts and 

desires, but also the collapse of American values. 

Similarly, Shepard’s characters do not rely on the immediate reality in order to define 

their identity. Instead, they chose to perform a search in their past, hoping to find their roots in 

the confrontation with members of their families. Their endeavor to find meaning through 

reevaluating the narratives of their past mirrors the fragmentation of their identity and 

differentiate them from Mamet’s characters. More exactly, while Mamet’s characters try to hide 

the real state behind constructed images, Shepard’s individuals recuperate stories in order to 

make visible (and understandable) what was deeply “buried” in the past or simply hidden.  

Speaking about the collapse of the traditional family nucleus, Buried Child incorporates 

performative storytelling as a device which could help characters recognize themselves and 

reconnect with the others. Vince’s journey back home represents a way of accessing various 

levels of the past and reenacting those stories which define his identity and his status. 
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Nonetheless, the open ending of the play does not offer a resolution, but shows how Vince’s 

performance helps him to formulate a dialogue with his consciousness.  

In True West, the reenactment of past stories does not open only a dialogue or old 

wounds, but also creates conflict. The two brothers chose to perform the creation of a script as 

an attempt to recalibrate their identity and social status. The narrative of the western hero that 

they try to reformulate brings them so close that by the end they interchange identities; 

moreover, this narrative demonstrates that both of them have been living under the hollowing 

figure of their father. Therefore, performative storytelling gestures towards their origins and 

heritage. 

Mamet and Shepard’s unstable characters are the product of a postmodern sensibility 

which, in Annette Saddik’s words, “blurs boundaries between role-playing and authenticity, or 

appearance and being, in order to question the reliability of ‘truth’ in dealing with salient issues 

affecting the instabilities of social identity.”197 Therefore, the two playwrights “were at the 

forefront of exploring these boundaries in terms of the performance of American identity in 

their work.198 

Only a decade later, Suzan-Lori Parks shows the same concerns with the instability of 

human identity, but she approaches the problem from the point of African-American history. 

Parks’ world is equally precarious as Mamet and Shepard’s, but her plays focus on how the 

dominant narratives in American history along with the inequalities black people experienced 

due to racial differences shaped African-American identity. The characters of her plays reenact 

national American mythologies such as president Lincoln’s assassination in order to show how 

these commonly accepted stories ignored and even excluded the African-American perspective 

from the public discourse and from the cultural landscape. 

The America Play presents the story of the Foundling Father, history’s ‘abandoned 

child,’ as his name suggests. His occupation as a gravedigger is a metaphor of his search in the 

past, whereas the paradox of impersonating a white president as a black person suggests that 

his identity is as unstable as the undefined Great Hole of History within which he allegorically 

performs his search. The Foundling Father’s admiration of the Great Man’s words represents 

an irony, since Lincoln remains an ambiguous figure, Liberator as well as white supremacist. 
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At the same time, it constitutes his motivation for performing Lincoln’s assassination, which 

demonstrates performative storytelling’s potential to recreate one’s identity and memory. 

In Topdog/Underdog, the two brothers face the difficulties of having been abandoned 

as teenagers, which is a metaphor of how history ‘abandoned’ African-Americans’ perpective. 

The difficulties they have faced in order to accommodate in a society which not only ignored 

their needs, but also discriminated them based on racial differences (the older brother is getting 

paid less because he is a black man) suggest more general injustices. Therefore, Lincoln and 

Booth’s performances underline their vain efforts to recalibrate their identities. Ultimately, both 

plays demonstrate the importance of reevaluating one’s history and identity through 

performative storytelling, since this is a device which maintains the public awareness of the 

difficulties black communities have been facing.  

 Nevertheless, black as well as white people’s attempt to redefine their identity is part 

of greater challenge that Christopher Bigbsy also writes about: “We are multiple selves as 

America is a multiple country, a kaleidoscope whose patterns change with every demographic 

tremor. No wonder that it has so often been in the theatre that this drama of national identity 

has been performed.”199 This heterogeneity becomes a provocation especially since traditional 

values have been replaced by a set of artificially created ideals; moreover, individuals’ attempt 

to (re)create their identity resumes to embracing a “cruel optimism,” namely unnatural toxic 

narratives of power and success that can hardly be attained. In this context, performative 

storytelling opens a fruitful dialogue between individuals and their personal or national 

consciousness.  

Where it cannot reshape human identities, this dialogue introduces a state of awareness 

which proves to be very important in the understanding of past, as well as contemporary 

problems. The problems discussed in these plays are propagated until the present days and are 

enhanced by globalization’s goals. This is why a necessary further step of this research consists 

in the analysis of performative storytelling techniques in plays belonging not only to American 

literature, but to the larger and continuously expanding territory of Anglophone literature. 
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Thesis Abstract 

The present thesis explores six plays written by three (post)modern American playwrights – 

David Mamet’s Sexual Perversity in Chicago and Oleanna, Sam Shepard’s Buried Child and 

True West, and Suzan-Lori Parksʼ The America Play and Topdog/Underdog in order to define 

and analyze the functions of performative storytelling in the dramatic texts as well as its effects 

on the characters’ identity. In Reading Narrative, J. Hillis Miller analyzes performative 

storytelling as a human shaped process that people use in order to translate events into meaning 

and meaning into shared information. Moreover, in Narrative as Performance, Marie Maclean 

demonstrates the importance of this device in recalibrating human memory and communication 

and in enriching the traditional mimetic process used in theatre. These ideas are closely 

followed in the aforementioned American plays through the lenses of the most prominent 

themes of the end of the twentieth century American theatre. Each of the three American writers 

uses performative storytelling to delineate socio-political themes. David Mamet comments on 

the artificiality of the American self, Sam Shepard speaks about the importance of familial past 

and relationships, whereas Suzan-Lori Parks describes the impact of major national narratives 

on the African-American identity. Together, these perspectives form a map of (post)modern 

American consciousness, a territory of disrupted identities and fragmented experiences. The 

idealized views on life propagated by mass-media formulate artificial standards that people 

unsuccessfully struggle to attain; when they fail to meet these expectations, they try to maintain 

the false sensation they are close to them. All these create unnatural social expectations and 

usually people find themselves living in the anxiety of not being able to attain exterior ideals. 

Performative storytelling’s techniques provide individuals with the opportunity to reevaluate 

their consciousness and their choices. If theatre’s message is not penetrating enough to change 

people’s attitude, it surely creates, through performative storytelling, a necessary state of 

awareness.  
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Abstrakt Práce 

Tato diplomová práce se zabývá šesti divadelními hrami tří (post)moderních amerických 

dramatiků – jedná se o dvě hry Davida Mameta Sexual Pervesity in Chicago a Oleanna, Buried 

Child a True West Sama Sheparda, a v neposlední řadě také The America Play a 

Topdog/Underdog z pera Suzan-Lori Parks. Záměrem práce je určit a analyzovat funkce 

performativního vyprávění v těchto textech a též analyzovat jeho dopad na identitu postav. 

V textu ReadingNarrative J. Hillis Miller analyzuje performativní vyprávění jako proces 

vytvářený lidmi, který lidé využívají, když chtějídát různým událostem nějaký význam a poté 

význam převést do obecně sdílených informací. Mimo to, Marie Maclean v Narrative as 

Performance ukazuje důležitost takovéhoto prostředku v tom, že dokáže překalibrovat lidskou 

paměť a komunikaci a obohatit tradiční mimetický proces, který se v divadle používá. Tyto 

myšlenky se ve velké míře objevují v již zmíněných amerických hrách skrze nejvýznamnější 

témata amerického dramatu konce dvacátého století. Každý ze zmíněných amerických 

spisovatelů používá performativní vyprávění k vykreslení sociálně politických témat. David 

Mamet upozorňuje na umělý původ termínu „Americanself,“ Sam Shepard mluví o významu 

rodinných vztahů a společné minulosti, a Suzan-Lori Parks popisuje dopad významných 

národních narativů na afroamerickou identitu. Společně tyto pohledy na sociálně politická 

témata vytvářejí mapu (post)moderního amerického vědomí, kde se vynořuje teritorium 

rozrušených identit a fragmentovaných prožitků. Idealizované pohledy na život, které propagují 

masmédia, vytvářejí umělé standardy jen těžko dosažitelné obyčejnými lidmi. Pokud lidé 

selžou a nedosáhnou toho, co se od nich očekává, snaží se udržet falešné zdání, že mají k těmto 

standardům blízko. Vše zmíněné pak vytváří ve společnosti nepřirozená očekávání a lidé 

obvykle zjišťují, že žijí ve strachu z toho, že nejsou schopni tyto vnější ideály naplnit. Techniky 

performativního vyprávění dávají lidem příležitost přehodnotit jejich uvědomění a volby, které 
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činí. Pokud poselství divadla neprorazí tak hluboko, aby změnilo postoje lidí, pak tedy aspoň 

jistě vytváří, právě skrze performativní vyprávění, nezbytné uvědomění.  
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